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Dear Ms. Clayton, and Members of the Board
At the request of PSA Board member 4. r Ba C

ur'

et

weeks ago, I have prepared this revised report related to PSA s RD loan which incorporate

my previous report and subsequent clarifications, and additional information since that time
I would like to first address the second amendment to the Oakland Park agreemert
approved by the PSA on December 8, 1997. This amendment constitutes a deliberate

deception perpetrated upon the ratepayers of King George County by the PSA, and if
approved by RD would violate its regulations. The chance of the amendment resulting in
any significant payment from the owners of Oakland Park for the vacant lots share of the RD
debt service is virtually non-existent. Rather, the deceptions contained in the amendment
will cause all PSA customers to continue to subsidize Oakland Park's developers
proportionate share of the RD debt service through extra water and sewer charges.
Therequirement to obtain such payments from the owners of Oakland Park aredear

q
M

"The owners of these properties (Oakland Park and Presidential Lakes Subdivision) must, by
binding agreement, agree to make a monthly payment at least equal to the proportionate share
of debt service attributable to the vacant property until the property is developed and the facIlity
Is fully utilized on a regular basis. A bond or escrowed security deposit must be provided to
guarantee this monthly payment and to guarantee an amount at least equal to the owner's
proportionate share of construction costGThe guarantee will be due and payable upon default
of a monthly payment or at maturity, unless the property covered by the guarantee has been
fully developed and the facility Is being fully utilized on a regular basis."
The fundamentalRD requirements are: 1) monthly payments must be obtained from the

'RD letter of conditions, page3, Decnher , 1994: and, FmH\ (R) In 104.nI
(h) (2) (1) (81-3), page 45, 2/6/85 PN 956. The language in the letter ofconditions is dirccily
excerpted directly trom RD's reulations.
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owners of Oakland Park, 2) such payments must recover the proportionate snare of annul
debt service attributable to the vacant lots in the development, 3) sufficient security must bprovided to guarantee these payments and the development's proportionate share c
f
construction costs; and, 4)the guarantee is payab c'poof these requirements are mm b

Oakland Park Amendment Deceptions
There are six deceptions contaired in :ase'o"--a o,
agreement. These are discussedbelw
Deception 1
Paragraph I makes the statement that the deveiopmenthas generated toia t e
retirement fees in the sum of $143,375". This statement is knowingly false. These fee.
were obtained by the PSA from all of its approximately 2,300 water customers and 1,30
wastewater customers. Only about 3-4% of this amount was generated from within Oaklan:

Park - and this was paid by Oakland Park homeowners, not the owners of Oakland Park Thbalance was paid by residents and businesses elsewhere in the County. Such payments b.

others on behalf of the owners of Oakland Park have occurred precisely because the PSifailed to obtain required payments attributable to the vacant lots from the owners of Oaklar
Park. This is exactly the situation RD odeliTs, Ind
itors rqirins sh '2,mort'
intended to prevent.
Among other payments listed in Paragraph I of the amendment, only $44,000 was paid

directly by the owners of Oakland Park. Yet these payments are more than offset by PSA
payments to the owners of Oakland Park of $80,968 in rebates of availability fees collected by

the PSA from builders in Oakland Park Accordingly, the owners of Oakland Park have been
the net recipients of$36,968 from the PSA and have not made a net contribution towards

the RD-related debt service. The $243,170 in availability and connection fees that have been
generated are the.PSA's normal fees paid by builders when their lots are developed. None of
these fees have been paid by the owners of Oakland Park, nor are they on behalf of the vacant
lots held by the owners of Oakland Park.
Deception 2
Paragraph J correctly notes the debt service attributable to each $1 million of the RD

loan is $60,840. However, Oakland Park's share of the RD loan is not $1 million - it is about
$2.8 - $2.9 million ($2.282 million in direct expenses plus its share of miscellaneous, metering,
engineering, inspection, financing and other project costs).' Paragraph 2 of the amendment
makes the owners of Oakland Park responsible for guaranteeing the debt service on just $1
million. To comply with RD's requirements, the guarantee must be for the full amount of RD
funds expended on behalf of Oakland Park notS1.0 million The guarantee should actually be

'King George County Rural Dexelopment Project Orientation. Oct(2
and Associates, "Amended Budget - July 1997"
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for $17.Q.352 annually((60,840 2.8).
Deception 3
Paragraph 1 provides that the owners will guarantee the payment of any shortfall in the
RD debt service payment not to exceed $121,680. This is two years of debt service attributable
to $1.0 million of RD funds. As noted above, Oakland Park is responsible for debt service
attributable to about $2.8 - $2.9 million in RD funds, which amounts to $340,704 for two years.
However, the RD loan requires the owners of Oakland Park to guarantee the vacant lots share
of the annual debt service payment until there are no more vacant lots in Oakland Park. Yet
Paragraph 1, in combination with Paragraph 4, guarantee the wrong amount for only two years.
Deception 4
Paragraphs 1 and 4 excuse the owners of Oakland Park for their vacant lot's share of
RD-related debt service paid between November 1995 to November 1997.3 No net payments
or contributions from the owners of Oakland Park were made during these years The owners
proportionate share of the debt service paid during this period is estimated to be about
$176,000. This amount does not include interest to compensate the PSA for payments it
made on behalf of vacant lots in Oakland Park during this time. Lacking such payments, the
PSA's ratepayers paid the vacant lots share of debt service in these years through their debt
retirement fees and other user fees. Oakland Park must reimburse the PSA's ratepayers by
making back-payments for their vacant lots proportionate share of debt service, plus interest,
between November 1995 and November 1997.
Deception 5
Under Paragraph 4 of the amendment the owners of Oakland Park can claim to be
released from all their obligations the day the amendment is ratified. This paragraph states that
"the owners obligations will have been met if and when either they, or builders have paid a total of

/

35 connection fees" and associated availability fees on or before November 15, 1999. There
is no date specified as to when the time period begins during which connections will be counted
towards the 35 required. Since November 1995, builders in Oakland Park have paid about 54
onnection and associated availability fees. Under Paragraph 4, either party can claim any of

the prior connections as counting towards the 35 required. Also note that since "builders" is

not defined as builders in Oakland Park, either party may claim payments by any builder
anywhere in the PSA's service area towards the 35 connections.
Even if this paragraph is interpreted (and there is no reason to believe it will be) to
pertain to fees paid by builders in Oakland Park from the date of ratification to November 15
1999, the owners payments are only for the balance of the 35 connections not paid by builders.
Such payments, If payable at all, would cover only a fraction of the vacant lots.
'In the first two years of the RD loan, the PSA capitali7ed its required debt service reserve
from user fees and capital charges. The debt service reserve is for the sole purpose of repaying RDrelated debt, and Oakland Park's owners should have made a proportionateshare contributiion i
these funds as well
3
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Deception 6
The amendment deliberately avoids a provision requiring monthly payments from the
owner of Oakland Park as required by RD. No provision for such payments exists anywhere
in the amendment. There are only two ways any payment whatsoever might be obtained from
the owners of Oakland Park: 1) paragraph 4 provides that, at the owners option, connection
fees may be prepaid towards the 35 connections that would release them from their obligations,
and 2) the PSA may draw upon the letter of credit.
The first is strictly voluntary on the part of the owners of Oakland Park. As to the
second, the letter of credit is to be drawn upon only if monthly payments are not received. That
is, it is a guarantee of monthly payments, not a substitute for. Lacking any regularly scheduled
as the PSA's
payments from the owners, the effectiveness of the letter of credit is only as good
letter
previous
owners
the
upon
draw
to
failed
has
willingness to draw upon It. Since the PSA
two
last
the
for
share
proportionate
their
ofcredit, despite the fact that the owners have not paid
years, it would be reasonable to conclude that no such willingness exists. Furthermore, the
letter ofTredit required in the amendment expires in 1999, after which there are likely still tobe
vacant lots in the subdivision. Also recall that if some of the 52 prior connections are claimed
towards the 35 required to release the owners from their obligations, the obligation to maintain
the letter of credit ceases altogether.
Oakland Park Amendment Deception, Summary
The net result of the deceptions contained in the second amendment to the Oakland
Park agreement is that the owners of Oakland Park will continue to avoid making all, or virtually
all, of the required payments for their proportionate share of the RD-debt service. As discussed
in the following sections and Appendix 1, this will cause the general rate-paying public to make
The actual
payments In excess of about $500,000 on behalf of the vacant lots in Oakland Park. upon the
depends
ratepayers
PSA's
the
by
lots
amount that will be paid on behalf of these
ultimate build-out of the development.
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Findings Since Original Report
Since my original report, RD and the PSA have confirmed that:
he PSA has violated the terms of its RD agreements pertaining to Oakland Park. Over

a

the lasttwo years, the PSA failed to obtain re ' ddebt service contributions
from the owners of Oakland Park of about J7,O . Although the PSA received
$44,000 from from the owners of Oakland Park, it has paid the owners of Oakland
Park $80,968 in rebates. Net payments of $36,968 to, and failure to obtain required
debt service payments from, the owners of Oakland Park have caused $2130004 in
additional costs to be paid by the general rate-paying public on behalf of the owners of
Oakland Park.
*

Despite assertions by PSA officials and local press reports to the contrary. RD has
confirmed that it never required, does not now require, and does not intend to
require the PSA to charge equalized rates. A recent RD letter states: "...we (RD)
have not mandated in any fashion equalized rates."S

*

The PSA has violated its RD financing agreements by incurring additional debt
related to the IDA-financed projects. Consequently, the financing and operation of
these facilities cannot be co-mingled with PSA's operations. RD's findings with respect
to the IDA projects would indicate the PSA has also violated its net revenue pledge with
respect to its policy of providing rebates of capital revenues to developers

The PSA's debt retirement fee is the PSA's "bill" to the general rate-paying public
for Its developer rebate policy, its failure to comply with RD requirements, and its
misrepresentation of the budgetary impact of the RD projects. Based on curr
policies,
the average PSA customer receiving both water and sewer service willpay 120 n debt
retirement fees everyyear over the 40 year life of the RD loan. As is discuss
ater, the
primary reasons the PSA adopted its debt retirement fee was to make up for: 1) the lack of
payments from Oakland Park's owners, 2) for rebates of availability fees paid to developers;
and. 3) shortfalls in its budgeted availability fees due to a lack of anticipated new connections.
The PSA continues to try to avoid obtaining the required proportionate share debt
service contribution from the owners of Oakland Park. An analysis prepared by the PSA to
justify the lack of such payment reveals that the owners of Oakland Park have, or will receive
cash payments of $80,968 from the PSA and have paid only $44,000 To date, the owners
of Oakland Park have been the net recipients of $36,968 in payments from the PSA. Any
resolution of this matter must result in net payments to the PSA, after rebates, equal to $722
per vacant lot per year (see below, and Appendix 1), plus interest for the last two years
'($44,000 - $176,000 - $80,968)= -$212,968 (negative).
1, 1997.

'Letter from Mr. R. Boyd, Rural Development to Ms. M. Eichelberger, KGCSA. December

'Analysis of New Connection Fees Collected, Oakland Park, KGCSA. 10/28/97
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To date, tack of proportionate paymepts fro
Oakland Park have caused a net loss of abo $213,
user rates to be about 10-12% greater than they

,and rebates to, the owners of
to the PSA. This has caused PSA

ise would have been in 1996 and 1997

In its recent Analysis ofNew Connection Fees Collected, Oakland Park, the PSA statEs
that the debt retirement fees it collected were derived from the Oakland Park subdivision. In
reality, this amount was collected from all PSA customers of which only a about 3%-4% is
attributable to customers in Oakland Park. T I

adopted budget which indicates a total of
budgeted to be collected for the entire 19

'Jonfirmed by a review of the PSA's FY 96-97

16-1debt retirement fees system-wide was
fiscal year.'

The PSA's debt retirement fees are not generated from, by, or on behalf of the

undeveloped lots in Oakland Park. Crediting the developers of Oakland Park for payments
made by the general rate-paying public should be recognized as an after-the-fact
attempt by the PSA's to justify its non-compliance with its RD financing requirements.
The annual amount that should have been paid by the owners of Oakland Park. and

continues to be payable, is about $722 per vacant lot, which is determino-as follows
There are a total of 236-250
Oakland Park's share of the RD loan is abou 2 8 - $2Amilli
lots In the Oakland Park subdivision." At $2.8 million, and assuming 236 total lots, this amounts to
$11,864 per lot. The annual debt service on this amount at 5 25% for 38 years is $722 At the

beginning of 1996, there appears to have been about 133-150 vacant lots in Oakland Park (this number
and the number of vacant lots for each year needs to be verified with PSA billing records). During that
year about 26 lots were developed. Assuming that 26 lots were vacant in 1996 for an average of six
months each, the proportionate share of the debt service attributable the 26 lots is S9,386 (26 x $722
/ 2). Assuming 133 vacant lots originally, the proportionate share for the remaining 107 vacant lots in
1996 would have been $77,254. for a total proportionate share contribution in 1996 of $86,640.
Assuming an additional 26 lots were developed during 1997, and using the same method as above,
the total proportionate share contribution from the owners of Oakland Park would have been about
$67,868, for a total of about$154,508 for both years. The amount due in subsequent years would be
similarly determined.

The PSA's failure to obtain required payments from the owners of Oakland Park its
rebate policies, debt retirement fee and equalized rate structure ensure that the burden of
repaying the RD loan is disproportionately shared amongst PSA customers- All PSA customers
are having to pay for costs that were originally planned and represented by the PSA to be paid
directly by developers
For instance, even if all required payments as determined herein are eventually received
from the owners ofOakland Park, the subdivision will be further subsidized by the general ratepaying pubic. Over the life of the loan, only about 34% of the subdivision's total share

'KGCSA FY97-98 Budget - Adopted 6/25197, page 1.
'King George County Approved Subdivisions, KGCSA, page 3, undated. Various rports

have shown Oakland Park to have 236 or 250 lots.
6

of the debt service will be paid by lot owners and residents in Oakland Park.9 The PSA's
debt retirement fee and "equalized" rate structure causes the general rate-paying public
to subsidize the difference of about $4.5 million.

-

These are not the only subsidies caused by the RD loan and the PSA's unusual rebate
arrangements. For example, PSA customers located in the communities of Dahgren, Fairview
Beach and Potomac Landing" currently account for about 48% of all billable water usage"
yet only about 17% of RD-financed water acquisitions and improvements will benefit these
tomers currently account for about 95% of all billable sewer
e
communities. Thes s
f RO financed sewer acquisitions and improvements will benefit
ut 72
usage - but only
12
iitof the benefits of the RD-financed improvements,
eivinga
them.
Despit
residents and businesses inDahigren, Fairview Beach and Potomac Landing will pay a majority
of the facilities related debt service costs. The burden will be greater still for associated O&M
costs. Over the life of the RD loan, residents and businesses in Dahlgren and Fairview Beach
will pay several million dollars, and perhaps in excess of $10 million more than their
proportionate share of the RD project loan and associated O&M costs.
Most of the inequities resulting from the RD financed acquisitions and improvements can
be solved by: 1) adoption of "cost center" based rates for each of the PSA's distinct service
areas, 2) obtaining a proportionate share contribution from the owners of Oakland Park; and,
3) discontinuing the policy of providing rebates of availability fees to developers.
BACKGROUND
Largely as a result of the RD projects (of which only about 20%-22% of the total funds
were required to bring then County service district operated facilities into regulatory
compliance), the PSA has among the highest water and wastewater rates in the State of
Virginia. Among the 138 Virginia sewer systems responding to a statewide survey in 1996'3
the PSA's sewer rates ranked as the 8th highest Of 159 water systems surveyed in 1996, the
'The S2.8 million includes contingency, engineering, miscellaneous costs, an
The percentage assumes the PSA receives full payment and reimbursements from the
Oakland Park for amounts due from 1995 forward.

eterin',
of

'MTese are the communities that were served by the County's Service Districts. the
predecessors of the PSA.
"Based on KGCSA Customer Analysis, May 15, 1997(?).
"King George County Service Authority, RD Projects. October 21, 1997, Anderson and
Associates. Amount includes: Dahlgren WWTP improvements, pump station upgrades, chlorinate
Dahlgren wells, Dahigren PS upgrades and I/1 rehabilitation, Bayberry lagoons, Fairview Beach
water pressure improvements.
hhirinia Water and Sewer Rate Report, Draper-Aden Associates, in
cooperation with the Virginia Association of Counties and the Virginia Municipal League, 1996.
7
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PSA's water rates ranked as the 29th highest (there were 11 'ties" above this

rank)

The PSA's high user rates are directly attributable to its RD-funded acquisitions,
and construction of multiple smaller systems dispersed throughout the County. While
some RD-funded systems have rates that are higher than the PSA's, these systems tend to be
smaller than the PSA system which had about 2,300 water customers and 1,300 wastewater
customers in early 1997. Rates are highest for smaller systems because they do not benefit
from favorable economies of scale. Indeed, it is because the PSA acquired several high cos
systems typical of those ordinarily financed by RD that its user rates have increased
Unfortunately, most of the cost of acquiring and operating these systems will not be paid by
their respective residents or property owners. Most of these costs will be paid by PSA
ratepayers in Dahigren, Fairview Beach and Potomac Landing.
The County's primary goal for the RD project was "...to help stabilize the utility rates and
to assure consistent, reliable water supply and quality levels for its residents."* These goals
are restated in the recent Anderson &Associates report." Unfortunately, the goal of stabilizing
the County's utility rates has proven elusive. While rates for a few customers not previously
part of the County's system have declined, rates for a large majority of the PSA's customers
have risen substantially in the last 2-3 years. Rates for some customers have already more
than doubled.
The strains on the PSA budget will only continue to increase. Future rate increases are
inevitable as the full effects of RD-related debt service, and operating and maintenance (O&M)
costs are incorporated into the PSA's future budgets and user rates. O&M costs for at least
three additional systems subsequently agreed to be acquired by the PSA serving private
developments will only add to the PSA's O&M burdens
For the most part, recent and future rate increases are attributable to the acquisition of
several small, pre-existing privately-owned systems, making improvements thereto, and
constructing and/or acquiring new facilities to serve privately owned developments
Capital (availability) charges from new connections in the County's active developments
were planned to pay for much of the RD-related debt costs. But there have been substantially
fewer new connections than anticipated, thereby limiting revenues from this source. Moreover,
the PSA has agreed to rebate substantial amounts of these capital revenues to the owners of
several private developments, thereby reducing the funds that were originally planned to pay
debt service on the RD project loan. Some of these pledges of capital revenues are a
violation of the RD loan agreement and bond covenant.
The net result is that developers and owners of many of the County's actively marketed
"Preliminary Engineering Report for Capital Improvement Projects. King George County
Public Service Authority, King George County, Virginia, Timmons, August 3, 1993, p. 1. Submitted
to RECD as part of its application for Federal funds.
"King George County, Rural Development Project Orientation. Anderson and Associates,

October 21, 1997, p. I-1.
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by the PSA's general
subdivisions are being, and will continue to be, heavily subsidized
summarized below, and are
ratepayers. This situation has come about for the reasons
discussed in greater detail In the following sections.
been considerably less than amounts
Capital revenues obtained from new connections have
originally estimated or subsequently budgeted by the PSA.
ofthe County's developing subdivisionsto
Commitmentstopay,and payments from theowners
RD projects have not been
pay and guarantee their proportionate share of capital costs of the
obtained.
in to the PSA'sInitial
Substantial not new O&M costs related to the RD project were not factored
rate and budget estimates.

a
*

*
a

projects serving the
The PSA's "equalized" rate structure causes much of the costs and risk ofpublic.
rate-paying
general
the
by
borne
County's developing subdivisions to be

FEES"
CAPITAL FEES, NEW CONNECTIONS, REBATES and "DEBT RETIREMENT
from new
The PSA originally anticipated its capital (availability fee) revenues agreements
existing
Despite
connections would offset a large share of its RD debt payment
no rebates of capital fees
requiring it to pay rebates of a substantial portion of these revenues.
were included in the project budget contained in the Preliminary Engineering Report.
and
At its request, the PSA received approval from RD to include 130 water connectionswhich
from
connections
84 sewer connections as a "reasonable estimate" of the number of new
FY1997
the PSA's capital charges would be collected in 1997.17 Subsequently, the PSA's
($429,000 and
budget included $765,000 in revenues from water and sewer capital charges"
the County
1996,
June
$336,000 respectively from water and sewer). In a memo dated revenues
"We ar
stating.
importance of these
Finance Manager made specific reference to1 the
9
depending heavily on this revenue to pay debt..."

loan
'The Preliminary Engineering Report included the statement that "L990.Q00_(ofthe

would be repaid by the appropriate developers as customers connect to the County utility systems"
loan amount.

(p. 27). This would have amounted to2 itth$

The
"Letter from L. Baxter, to M. Huber, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, April 26. 1996.
about 116
PSA's FY 1997 budget anticipated collection of availability and connection charges from
to this
attachment
The
connections.
sewer
new equivalent water connections and 70 new equivalent
and
connections
water
130
letter titled "Estimate of New Connections Within One Year" indicates
84 sewer connections.
ISKGCSA 19q6-1997 Budget, p. 7.
"Memo from L. Baxter to Board of Directors, KGCSA. June 12. 1996, p.2. This same
memo states the "billable gallons to be used as a basis for fees based on consumption is significantly
higher than the amount shown in the summary presented to the Board."
9
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Most of the developments these facilities serve will not generate sufficient user fees to offset their
O&M and repair costs for quite some time. Transferring these costs to the PSA causes the general
rate-paying public to subsidize these developments,

a

As owners of the facility, the PSA becomes legally responsible for complying with state and federal
regulatory requirements. The cost and risk of repairs necessary to maintain facilities, is entirely
born by the PSA and its rate payers.

*

The developers may be compensated twice for these facilities. Once when they sell the lots. and
a second time when they are paid rebates by the PSA.

DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS and GUARANTEES
The failure of the PSA to achieve the level of new connections necessary to realize its
anticipated and budgeted capital revenues makes RD's requirements pertaining to Oakland
Park even more critical. RD's Letter of Conditions requires the PSA to ensure the owners of
this development (and other actively marketed developments in which RD funds are expended)
to make monthly payments that are "at least equal to the proportionate share of debt service
attributable to the vacant property until the property is developed and the facility is fully utilized on a

regular basis". Failure to abide by this requirement has caused a large portion of RD project-

related costs and risk to be shifted onto the general rate-paying public.
At $2.8 million, Oakland Park's share of the RD project accounts for $170,352 of the
annual RD-related debt service for 38 years at 5.25% interest. This amounts to $722 per
vacant lot per year. RD requires the owners of Oakland Park to pay this amount, and to
guarantee it in the form of "a bond or escrowed security deposit to guarantee this monthly payment and
to guarantee an amount at least equal to the owner's proportionate share of construction cost."'

The original agreement between the PSA and the owners of Oakland Park, dated March
30 1994, required the owners of the development to pay $175,000 in the first year and $48,000

for four years thereafter, which, if paid, would have yielded a total of $367,000 over five years,
Oakland Park's owners were to be released from any further obligation after this time This
compares to about $545,000 estimated to be Oakland Park's vacant lots proportionate share
of RD-related debt service. The original agreement would have left a shortfall in the owners
proportionate share requirement of about $180,000, and it also did not provide for an escrow,
bond, secunty or guarantee."
"Letter of Conditions, Attachment 1, Rural Economic and Community Development, p. 3.
December 2, 1994.
24

op.cit.,. Letter of Conditions, p. 3, December 2, 1994.

"The actual amount required to be paid by the owners of Oakland Park depends upon the

build-out of the development. The County received a letter of credit on behalf ofthe owners of
Oakland Park in November, 1995. Originally in the amount of S243,360, it is to be reduced each
year thereafter by $60,840. It is unclear if this letter of credit is still in effect. If it is, by Novmb
1997, it will guarantee only $122,400 of Oakland Park's proportionate share of the RD loan. B>
November, 2000 it will guarantee nothing. Despite the owners failure to make monthly

11

A second agreement dated September 11, 1995, and executed by the owners of
Oakland Park, would have substantially improved on the original agreement Unfortunately,
it was apparently never ratified by the PSA. The second agreement would have resulted in
Oakland Park making net payments of $1.793 million to the PSA, and would have guaranteed
$1.0 million of this amount. This agreement would have relieved the general rate paying public
of much of the financial burden associated with the Oakland Park subdivision.
A third agreement between the PSA and the owners of Oakland Park was entered into
on August 22, 1996. This amendment removes the developer's requirement to pay any amount
towards the annual debt service for the RD loan (see Appendix 1). Rather, it states "A portion
of the sewer and water systems development paid for by loans from FmHA (RD) will be paid back by the
payment of the debt retirement fee adopted by the King George County Service Authority". The
agreement in effect through December 1997 places the entire burden and risk of repayment
of the Oakland Park portion of the RD loan squarely on the general rate-paying public. (See
page 1 for a discussion of the December 1997 amendment to the Oakland Park agreement)
The terms the agreement in effect through December 1997 is substantially weaker than
either the original agreement or the amendment signed by the owners of Oakland Park on
September 11, 1995. Indeed, no net payments have been obtained by the PSA under this or
any other of agreements pertaining to Oakland Park. The question must be raised as to why
the PSA agreed to the 1996 amendment which releases the owners of Oakland Park from
virtually their entire responsibilities under either the 1994 or 1995 agreements, both of which
had been accepted by the owners of Oakland Park.
OPERATING and MAINTENANCE COSTS
The initial project planning for the RD loan was seriously flawed and contrary to the
adopted PSA budget for that year. Attachment 1 of RD's Letter of Conditions 2 indicates the
PSA's annual O&M expenses upon completion of the RD projects (inclusive of Dahgren) were
estimated to be only $463,887. The budget estimates contained in Attachment 1 of the PSA's
application are stated by RD as having been developed "based on the information provided by you
(the PSA) and/or your consultants". 27Yet seven months earlier, the PSA adopted its FY199511
operating budget in the amount of $806,412" - 74% greater than the amount represented
payments, the letter of credit was never drawn upon as required by RD's letter of conditions
and regulations.
2 Letter

of Conditions, Attachment 1, Rural Economic and Community Development. p. 12,
December 2, 1994.
"Letter of Conditions, Rural Development, December 2, 1994, p. 5, Item 8.
"The FYI995 budget would ordinarily have been adopted sometime In June 1994.
"This amount is not reflective ofPSA's actual O&M costs either. The adopted FY1997 PSA
operating fund budget is between $1.04 - $1.08 million (KGCSA 1997 Budget, p.6).
12

by the PSA and rehed upon by RD to approve thePo

s appatofn urjs cC

A review of County and PSA budgets show that for FY 1993 and FY 1994, the actiI
PSA outlays for the then existing Dahgren and Fairview Beach facilities alone were $409,141,
and $428,926 respectively. It is difficult to understand how, with the need to operate $10.6
RD-funden
million in additional capital facilities, the PSA's annual O&M costs, inclusive of the
projects, were represented to be only $463,887
mm
The Preliminary Engineering Report prepared by Timmons for tne PSAn
th
on
optimistic
more
was even
by the PSA to RD as part of its application for assistance,
ano.
SAP
the
for
issue of O&M costs. This report anticipated combined annual O&M expenses
Contrary to the information submittea in Its RD fundngapplederg

thePA

&

Oakland Park systems of only $236,200

result of the project. F
costs have increased two and a half times the 1994 amount as a
the last four years.
following table shows the PSA's actual and budgeted O&M costs for
King George County
Service Authority

FY 1994
(Actual)

FY 1995
(Actual)

FY 1996
(Actual)

FY 1997
(Adopted)

FY 1998
(Adopted)

Operating Budget

$475,044

$619,189

$738,037

$1.043,316

$1,177,700

173,683

294,046

not aval.

not avail

1998 asa
of 1994
247.9%

Outlays

SAP Share"

not avall

attributable to the
Given Timmons substantial underestimate of the O&M costs
Oakland Park and SAP acquisitions, it would be advisable to review its subsequent
inspections, appraisals and assessments of these systems.
application mateais
Furthermore, the PSA's projected budgets submitted to RD in its
agreements

the fact that
never included significant capital rebates to developers, despite
submitted its application, and
requiring the PSA to pay such rebates were in effect at the time it
to RD that it was the

when the financing agreements were executed. Nor was it disclosed
RD was apparently unaware of
policy of the PSA to provide such rebates in the future, and
of the PSA's
such policies and practices until recently. Accordingly, to the detriment
customers, the impact of the RD projects on the PSA's budget was substantially
misrepresented In the application for assistance submitted to RD.

"op.cit., Preliminary Engineering Report, page 28.
that
The indicated SAP share of the budget only represents costsre"ated to the falitile
.h1
aN
Cdrs
SubSequet
were on-line in theseyears. The SAP share will be substanllygreaCterii
majority of these facilities have yet to come on-line.
3
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EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS
to the RD projects. The
The above discussion raises serious equity questions related
to pay, much of the RD project-related
general rate-paying public has paid, and will continue to be paid by availability and connection
debt service costs which were represented by the PSA
contributions. Failure of the PSA
fees, and required by RD to be realized in part from developer
bond, security or
to abide by RD conditions requiring proportionate payment and adequate
public on
rate-paying
general
the
by
paid
being
LOC's places the risk of even greater amounts
behalf of the owners of these developments.
customers
Unfortunately. this is only part of the equity problem facing the PSA's
actively marketed
Substantial annual O&M costs for projects serving the County's
share of
disproportionate
A
paid.
developments and for other acquired systems must also be
unlike
And,
public.
the O&M costs for these facilities will be paid by the general rate-paying
PSA's
the
of
most
debt service which is fixed, these costs will continue to grow. Additionally,
quite small, are
are
acquired,
be
to
newly acquired and constructed facilities, and those yet
on a unit
operate
to
costly
more
be
likely
widely dispersed throughout the County, and will
basis.
Substantial debt service costs related to the SAP/Oakland Park systems have already
rates and its debt
been shifted to the general rate-paying public. The PSA's "equalized"
retirement fee are largely responsible for causing this shift.
to
The following suggestions provide a straightforward and easily implemented solution
the PSA's equity and financing issues discussed above:
U

a

require it to
The PSA should adhere to its RD loan resolution and RD's Letter of Conditions which

obtain proportionate contributions from owners of large subdivisions, and to obtain security
agreements to insure these amounts are paid over the life of the loan.
With regard to the balance of Its capital costs and its O&M costs, the PSA can adopt cost-center
reflect its specific
based rates for each of its major service areas. Rates for each cost center would
and
O&M costs, and its proportionate share of debt service costs and the PSA's administrative
customer servicecostS.3

charge" as
Sin combination with the cost center approach, the PSA could adopt a "ready-to-serve

developed or not,
part of Its minimum charge, and make all properties within its service area,
and possibly
service
debt
RD-related
the
recover
would
subject to it. The ready-to-serve charge
some of the system's O&M costs.

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS, and the NET REVENUE PLEDGE
The original RD project budget was for $10.618 million. At one point, the "amended" RD
project budget prepared by Anderson and Associates was substantially greater than the original
budget. If these additional projects are built with some other source, they would impose
"The PSA's audits already reflect this cost center concept so this would not require a
significant change in its accounting procedures.
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APPENDIX 1- Impact of Oakland Park System Acquisitionand Improvements
Through its minimum charge, the PSA charges approximately $20.00 bi-annually in
fees" for each account receiving both water and sewer service. The minimum
retirement
"debt
charge is applicable to all of the PSA's customers, regardless of use However, according to
the PSA's billing office, lot owners and builders are not subject to the PSA's bi-monthly charge
until about 90 days after payment of deposits for connection and availability fees or upon
installation of a meter, whichever occurs first. The connection fee is ordinarily paid in the few
weeks or months prior to construction on a vacant lot. Meters are ordinarily installed before
completion of construction. Accordingly, vacant lots not undergoing construction are not
subject to the PSA's minimum charge, and the owners of Oakland Park will make little or no
contribution towards the PSA's debt retirement fee. At best, assuming a 4-month construction
period, lots under construction might pay the PSA's debt retirement fee for one, or perhaps two,
billing periods.
This may be verified by checking the PSA billing records. At the end of 1995, there
were between 133-150 vacant lots in Oakland Park. There are currently about 80+/- vacant
lots in Oakland Park. If the owners of these lots (or the owners of the Oakland Park
development) were not, and are not now subject to the PSA's bi-monthly charge, then no debt
retirement fee has been, or is being paid for these lots.
Oakland Park will have 236-250 lots upon completion of its RD-financed improvements.
About $2.8 million in RD-funds will be expended on behalf of Oakland Park. At 236 lots, this
amounts to $11,864 per lot, or $722 per year in debt service. According to RD's Letter of
Conditions, the owners of Oakland Park are responsible for paying this amount each year on
behalf of each vacant lot.

-

Assuming Oakland Park builds out by 2004, its owners would be responsible for payir
about $545,000 in proportionate share debt service contributions for their vacant lots shareC
the RD loan. Under the prior agreement and the most recent amendment thereto. the owne,
of Oakland Park will pay little or nothing. The shortfall in required payments from the owne
of Oakland Park will be paid by the general rate-paying public. The attached table illustrate
o
the debt retirement fees and capital char.proportionate share of the RD debt service
As shown in the table, the Oakland Park subdivision requires far greater subsidies thei
indicated above. Over the life of the RD loan, Oakland Park residents and lot owners wi
contribute only about $2.317 million in debt retirement, availability and connection fee
(including $80,968 in rebates paid to the owners of Oakland Park). Yet total principa
and interest payments for the subdivision's share of the RD loan amounts to about
$6.814 million over the 38 year life of the loan. Under the PSA's current rate structure de
service attributable to the development's share of the RD loan will he subsidizedbythe aene
rate-paying public by about $4.5 million over the life of the loan
'Since PSA customers
public. the subsidy will be about 3%-4%p ercentesst

deficits for Oakland Park

failitwS

The above figures do not consideroperating
to operate below their approve
willresult due tothe Oakland Park facilities having

These
capacity in the earier years and inreased unit operatingcostsforthe
dis-econcre-

f

s

40
number of PSA customers in each of the ncxt
rate of build-out of Oakland Park, and the actual
years.

Al-2

09-Deco97rty
Oakland Park Share of 10 Loan and Payments

1996

Retirement Fee Paid Aftr Connection Fee
Number of Lots
Number Vacani

20

Yeat

vo.aYear

2

3

4

1996

1997

qvmtt,
womy
ON
Year

Yea(
1

236
150

wt" am07

1991

236
66

236
85
$Z0

20000

$2.80000 $2.800000 $2.8000$2800000

RD Funds Spent on Oaksd Park

2000

1999
236
105

236
125

236
150

56

Ye.

Yew

Year

Veat

2002

2001
236
45

236
25

236
0

236

722

25.320
800
26,120

148.632

170.000
0

170.000
18,920

186,520
170,352

Vacant La Sh of Anna Debt Service
Annual Debt Sterent FM from Lots wider Cornssuct
Balance Propstionate thare of Vacant Lots

106.775
0
(106,275)

106,275
0
(106.275)

90,229
1,000
(89.229)

75.792
800
(74.992)

61,356
800
(60,556)

46,919
800
(46,119)

32,482
800
(31.682)

18.046
800
(17.246)

722
60
(662)

722
60
(62)

722
120
(6021)

722
120
(02

722
120
(602)

722
120
(602)

10.320
0
10.320

10.320
0
10.320

13,320
1.00
14.30

15.720
Bo0
1.520

18.120
800
18.920

20,520
8e0
21,320

22,920
800
23,720

160.032

100,032

156032

153.832

151.432

149032

0
0

117,177
76.570

169,902
4,398

170.000
0

170.000
0

Net Capital Fees Calectei from Oakland Park
DebtRetre meetFeesCoectedfromOakLandPark

0
10,320

40.607
10,320

165.594
14.320

170,000
16.520

Total Paki by 0kland Pak Lot Owners

10,320

50.927

179.914

170,362

170,362

170.352

722
120
(6)

170.352

236

2,800.000 SZ00

U800.0002.800.000

722
120
(602)

170,362

25,768

236
0

236
5

TotalYes
1-40

12-40

2006-

0
0
0

170,312

Surplu?(Defici Paid byOakland Park Lot Owners for RD Capital Improvements
160,032) (119,425 9.62 16eassa 1s"s 20.968 23.368
(AtSubsidized by0 wPSA Custoersi

2008

0
0
0

170.312

OaklandParkShwe ofAwnualt0RDebtService

2004

0
200
200

170,352

8.500
80.968

2003

Yeat

3.609
800
(2.809)

170,352

Capital Fees (ail, Connction. Schg)
Avaiiablty Fees Rebated

11

4,940.211

170,362

Balanceof Oaklan! Park Capital Costs

10

170,32

170,352

16.000

9

170,362

170,362

Aual OetM Reirerent fam lmproad Lis
Am"iDebi Rlaurnernt Fmfrom Vacant Loba
ticaffientFee
Total

IN- &--.
Year

""&a--.
Year

00D 2.8M.000 2.800000$28 0000

OakandParkSharof AmuelRDoetService

Annual Deta Savice Shan Per Lot
Annua Deb Retrenent Fte Paid Per Lot
Unaid Balance Per tot

.fw

Yea

C814,094
5",963
5,000
(53,983)

(602)

722
120
(602)

722
120
(602)

27.720
80
28,520

28.320
200
28,520

28.320
0
28-20

821,280
0
2,220

1.042.200
0.000
1,046.20W

144,232

141,832

141,832

142.032

0

56765 894

170.000
0

170,000
0

170.000
0

42,500
0

0
0

0
0

1,349,669
80.968

170.000
21,320

170,000
23.720

170,000
26,120

170.000
28,520

42.500
28.520

0
28,320

0
821.280

1,268.701
1,048,200

190,920

191.320

193,720

196.120

196,520

71,020

28.320

821,280

2,314,901

170,362

170,352

170,362

170.342

170,352

170.362

170,362

4,940,218

722
120

M

)

28.168 (99,332) (142,032) (4,118,938) (4,497,193)
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TO:

KING GEORGE SERVICE AUTHORITY

RE:

AUTHORITY'S POLICIES AND PRACTICES

The reason we wanted a meeting with the Board of Directors of the Authority was to discuss
some of the major deficiencies that have come to light in the month of January. The
ratepayers I have spoken with unanimously felt this was the best way to proceed. The
following are major deficiencies with the Authority's policies and practices which have been
observed this month:
Present acquisition, rebate and purchase policies and practices are very unfair and
1.
costly to the ratepayers. I am sure that if they are not substantially changed they could
easily cost over $100M to the ratepayers over the next 40 years. This was very effectively
summarized by Greg Thorsted at the last Authority meeting when he said that he we
opposed to subsidizing developer
.In 1995and 1996, appraisc;
2.
after the
long
conducted
were
purchased in 1994 by the Authority. The appraisals
purchase of the systems apparently to justify (after the fact) the use of RD funds for suh
purposes. The appraiser was not advised by the Authority of the rebate agreements wlt
developers for the systems appraised. The rebates, if factored in by the appraisers, woLd
have devaluated the system significantly. This irregularity hurts the ratepayers and is rot
honest with respect to RD

As was brought out in letters by Mr. Schooler, the hookup fees proposed for the
3.
shopping center at Rt. 3 and Rt. 206 are more than three times what would have been
charged by Stafford County. This shows the Authority's inconsistency with the policies and
practices of our neighboring counties and has become an obstacle for King George County
in attracting and retaining needed economic development and services.
The Authority's January 13, 1998 letter last week to RD did not answer Mr. Boyd's
4.
letter of December 12, 1997. This is not the way to work with RD. The Authority could wait
for years for the rest of the loan.
The Authority's relationship with the Purkins Corner Plant should have been worked
5.
out from the very beginning. The high operating costs and debt service should have been
evaluated before the plant was built. At least the County and Authority should be
commended for looking at it now.
It is quite clear from these deficiencies in policies and practices that running a government
is quite different from running a utility -- it requires different skills and specialized expertise.
It calls for a different team of experts. When you look at the Super Bowl this Sunday just
think of the large number of specialized experts they have in the coaches and players. We
don't need that many, but more are needed on the Authority's team to get back on track.
This certainly should not be considered a criticism of the existing staff as I realize that
running this Authority is new for them.
Alan M. Voorhees
January 20, 1998
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shopping center at Rt. 3 and Rt. 206 are more than three times what would have been
charged by Stafford County. This shows the Authority's inconsistency with the policies and
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is quite different from running a utility - it requires different skills and specialized expertise.
It calls for a different team of experts. When you look at the Super Bowl this Sunday just
think of the large number of specialized experts they have in the coaches and players. We
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GAIL P. CLAYTON
GENERAL MANAGER

P.O. Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Office (540) 775-918
FAX (540) 775-5248

MEMORANDUM

*

DATE:

December 30, 1997

TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Gail P. Clayton, General Manage

SUBJECT:

Correspondence from Bob Boyd, RD

Attached is a copy of a memorandum placed in your boxes transmitting correspondence from
Mr. Bob Boyd requesting comments from the Service Authority regarding the letter received
from Michael Siegel dated December 10. Under my report, I will be seeking a consensus from
the Board as to how it wishes to respond to Mr. Boyd's request.
geb
cc: Perm. File

"C

KING GEORGE COUNTY

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Tuesday, January 6, 1998
AGENDA

6:00 p.m.
Organization of Board of Supervisors for Calendar Year 1998
*
*
*

Election of Chairman and Vice-Chairman
Establishment of Meeting Schedule for Calendar Year 1998
Establish Agenda Order and Adopt Rules and Procedures

1.

Consent Agenda

2.

Reports

a. Constitutional Officers
b.
c.
d.
e.

Facilities Director
Community Development Director
Asst. County Administrator
County Administrator

6:15 p.m. PUBLIC COMMENT
3.

Reports of Chairman and Members of the Board (immediately following public
comment)

4. 7:15 p.m. Public Hearing
Virginia Department of Transportation Six Year Plan and FY1998-99 Secondary
Road Improvement Budget for King George County
IF YOU ARE HEARING IMPAIRED AND WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND THIS MEETING, AND
HAVE A NEED FOR AN INTERPRETER - PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE AT 775-9181
(TDD 775-2049, SHERIFF'S OFFICE) BY NOON ON THE FRIDAY BEFORE THE MEETING.
A FINAL AGENDA WITH ALL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION WILL BE AVAILABLE IN
THE SMOOT MEMORIAL LIBRARY AT THE PUBLIC INFORMATION TABLE EVERY

THURSDAY BEFORE THE MEETING.

Zp
fV4n

COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR'S REPORT - 01/06/98 MEETING
County Business

ITEM
NUMBER

ACTION
REQUESTED

DESCRIPTION

1

Draft Resolution re Support of
Continuing Rappahannock River
Basin Study Commission

BOS review/adopt

2

NSWC Provision of Utility Services
to Barnesfield Park and Welcome
Center

BOS FYI

3

Annual Plan Submission - Bay
Consortium PIC

BOS approve
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KING GEORGE COUNTY
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

The Board of Supervisors of the County of King George, Virginia, in accordance with State Code
Section 33.1-70.01, will hold a public hearing for the purpose of receiving public comment
regarding the proposed Virginia Department of Transportation's Six Year Secondary Road

Improvement Plan for King George County and the FY 1998-99 Proposed Secondary Road
Improvement Budget for King George County.
The public hearing will be held at 7:15 p.m., Tuesday, January 6, 1998 in King George County
Administration Building, in the Robert H. Combs Board Room, King George, Virginia. A copy of
the proposed budget and six-year plan is available in the County Administrators office, (7759181), Monday through Friday, during regular working hours. Written comments may be submitted to the County Administrator's office, or mailed to P.O. Box 169, King George, VA 22485.
All written comments must be received no later than 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, January 6, 1998.

BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
KING GEORGE COUNTY, VIRGINIA
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DRAFT
January 8, 1997

Robert Boyd, Director
Rural Utility/Community Facility Program
1606 Santa Rosa Road
Culpeper Building, Suite 238
Richmond, VA 23229
Appraisal of Rural Development (RD'
RE:
George County Service Authority (KGCSA
Dear Mr. Boyd:
As a director of KGCSA, I feel it is my fiduciary responsibility to the ratepayers to
inform you that the Authority in 1995 had appraisals made months after the
purchases. The Authority also did not inform the appraiser or RD that there
were rebate agreements related to their systems that were appraised. Since
did not file its own regulations related to Oakland Park, RD should hold back c
any further disbursements (except for facilities requiring regulatory compliance
until these matters have been resolved by the Service Authority.
It is also clear that these appraisals were done by an appraiser who had never
previously appraised utility systems and therefore, was not qualified to make
these appraisals. These appraisal reports indicate that no jurisdictions in
Central Virginia have bought utility systems.
As shown by the attached report, our Authority's policies have produced high
utility rates. I feel that the Authority must revise its present program and develop
new approaches that will comply with RD regulations and be fair to our
ratepayers before we proceed on any additional work. I am also convinced we
are faced with a serious class action suit from our ratepayers if we do not do
this.

Marilyn J. Eichelberger, Director

KGCSA
cc:

KGCSA Board
Mr. Boyd's boss at RD
Congressman Bateman
Senator Warner
Senator Robb

GAIL P. CLAYTON
GENERAL MANAGER

King George County Service Authority
P.O. Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Office (540) 775-9181
FAX (540) 775-5248

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

December 23, 1997

TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Gail P. Clayton, County Administrator

SUBJECT:

Correspondence Received from Mr. Bob Boyd

Attached please find copies of correspondence between Ms. Eichelberger and Mr. Boyd which
Mr. Boyd shared with me during my visit to his office last Friday. I am distributing this as
information only, with no action being required on the part of the Service Authority.

geb

United States
Department of
Agriculture

Rural Development
Rural Business Cooperative Programs
Rural Housing Programs
Rural Utilities Programs

1606 Santa Rosa Road
Culpeper Building, Suite 238
Richmond, Virginia 23229
804-287-1550 FAX 804-287-1721
TDD 804-287-1550

December 19,1997

Ms. Marliyn J. Eichelberger, Director
King George County Service Authority
P.O. Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Dear Ms. Eichelberger:
Reference is made to your letter dated December 17 which was written as a follow-up of a
meeting we had on December 8.
You request that Rural Development verify five (5) points and our comments are as follows.
1. How does Rural Development intend to require the Authority to recover Oakland Park's
underpayment of proportionate share of debt service attributable to vacant property? Are vacant
lots of developments served by the acquired systems, such as Sydnor/Alpha and Presidential
Services, subject to the proportionate share of debt service requirement?
Response: Rural Development has not concluded that there has been an underpayment by
Oakland Park. The only developments that were required to guarantee debt payment were
Oakland Park and Presidential Lakes and these were addressed in the Letter of Conditions.
2. What does Rural Development propose to do to address the undisclosed agreements,
including Eagle Bay and Cleveland Manor?
Response: Rural Development does not have any control (or requirements) on the agreements
that were entered into prior to the loan. Any agreement proposed after the loan was closed will
require the consent of the bondholder (Rural Development). We have asked the Authority to
review all agreements and to cancel all that can legally be canceled.
3. Double Pledging of Revenues - Given that double pledging (via rebates) of Authority
revenues has occurred in its agreements, should Rural Development require the Authority to
perform a financial analysis by a qualified source that takes into account the double pledging and
other now revealed information, such as the counting of customers of a county owned facility in
setting Authority rates, and the underreporting of O&M expenses in the Authority's loan
application to Rural Development.
Response: Double pledging of revenues (pledging same revenues to different lenders etc.) in its
self is not unusual and most, if not all, bond documents will provide for such but only under
Rural Development is an Equal Opportunity Lender.
Complaints of discrimination should be sent to:
Secretary of Agriculture. Washington. DC 20250
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certain conditions. What happened with the Authority
was that the bondholder did not get the
priority of pledge thatthey thought they weregoing
toget.
It must be remembered thatwhatewas
lost with the prior pledge (rebates) is only aminor
part of the total pledge received by the
bondholder (all revenuesetc.). No,Rural
will not require the Authority
a financial analysis due to the pledging of Development
rebates. You and others have contended thatto perform
customers were incorrectly counted and that the
O&M was underreported, not Rural
Development. If such occurred, we do not believe
it was a deliberate act in an effort to obtain
Federal financing.If projection of users is high
and/or if the projection of O&M is low, it would
of course have an impact on user costs.
4. Will Rural Development allow the Authority
to accept asublease from the DA/County for
the PurkinsCorner Wastewater Treatmient Plant?
How would one allocate costs to determine a
proper lease rate with all the other users and county
projects factored in? If the crossover rule is
violated, what remedy do the Authority ratepayers
have?
p-Q nIf after aproper financial analysis itisshown
that acceptance of the
Authority was financially feasible, then
Rural Development could authorize thesubleasebythe
sublease. As to
how costs are to be allocated, we would expect
management to develop and identify the
proposals. Wewoulda gree that the election
process is one way rate payers can object to
anything they don't approve of.

5. Should Rural Development perform an audit of
the Authority by qualified persons for the
following reasons:
a) There is a question of whether the Authority's
audit was truly independent since the auditors
stated that the King George finance director disputed
the auditor's categories. The audit was
not delivered until late spring instead of January.
b) There is a question of whether the appraisal
of systems acquired with Rural Development
funding was properly performed.
c) The Authority cannot account for documents
that verify descriptions of its acquired systems
and are referenced in its agreements, such as
Exhibit C of the Cleydael agreement.
d) Thereisaquestion if all undisclosed future
obligations, such as Hopyard Farm development
and CleydaelWVVWTP, have been determined.
e) There is a question if all commingling of
county and Authority funds and resources have
been accounted for, such as Authority facilities
on county property (the Owens water tank),
proper accounting of Authority funds used on
IDA financed Purkins Corner WWTP, and
funding allocation of personnel used for Authority
and county facilities.
EgYouarecourorec tis
isti
euRal
alev elpmentdoesnot believethat sufficient
causehasoccurred for ustorequest an investigation.Ifwethought
falsify information in aneffort to obtain Federal
there was deliberate fraud to
funds, then we would
give serious consideration
to asking for an investigation.
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a) This should be addressed by management: however. I wou!d crea
opinion.
b) The appraisal that we b

o

Uce

c) Management should address this comment.
d) All future obligations must be in accordance with the
bond documens.u
e) This is a management issue.
Statements 1 - 5 above were taken directly from your December
17le:
may not be the same as contained in your letter.
There are a few other things that I need to expand upon. Rural Develci::nt
c s o a_
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suffer a loss before we can take action on violations of the bond resolutions
orgrantagreen:
We could, for any violation, ask our attorneys and in turn the
U. S. Attorney totake actionsfor
forcecompliance. Our experience tell us that actions will
not
violations. The appointment of a receiver is one option that be taken unless there is serious
be available to the courts. I
is our opinion and none other that the funds identified in the would
rebate agreement,
loan have a pledge that is superior to the pledgegiven in the
bond documents
Sincerely,

R
Director, Rural Utility/
Community Facility Prro:2

s

cc: Rural Development Manager

Gail Clayton, General ManaLce
King George County S e
i
P.O. Box 169
King Geor2e, VA 22485

rs
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December 17. 1997

Robert Boyd, Director
Rural Utility/Community Facility Program
Santa Rosa Road
Culpeper Building, Suite 238
Richmond, Virginia 23229
Re:
12/8/97 Meeting to discuss 12/1/97 letter to RD concering King George County
Service Authority (KGCSA. or Authority) and RD loan.
Dear Mr. Boyd,
Thank you for meeting with us on December 8, 1997 to further discuss the
following issues related to the KGCSA projects and the RD loan. I wish to verify RD's
responses to those issues.
1. How does RD intend to require the Authority to recover Oakland Park's
underpayment of proportionate share of debt service attributable to vacant
property? Are vacant lots of developments served by the acquired systems,
such as Sydnor/Alpha and Presidential Services, subject to the proportionate
share of debt service requirement?
Response: RD cannot require the Authority to recover the amounts, including interest,
that have been failed to be collected by the Authority for Oakland Park. Vacant lots of
developments served by the acquired systems are not subject to the proportionate debt
service requirement. That requirement only applies to Oakland Park and Presidential
Lakes as stated in the Letter of Conditions. RD does note that the proportionate debt
service requirement could be interpreted as extending over the life of the loan.
2. What does RD propose to do to address the undisclosed agreements,

including Eagle Bay and Cleveland Manor?

Response: These agreements were entered into prior to the RD loan and can't be
controlled by RD. Although these undisclosed agreements have caused certain
portions of the Authority's rates to be increased, RD will not become involved unless
RD suffers harm or financial loss. RD will request that the Authority find out which
agreements can be canceled, and ask the Authority to do so by formal resolution.
3. Double Pledging of Revenues - Given that double pledging (via rebates) of
Authority revenues has occurred in its agreements, should RD require the
Authority to perform a financial analysis by a qualified source that takes into
account the double pledging and other now revealed information, such as the
counting of customers of a county owned facility (see enclosed April 26,1996

memo from Lisa Baxter, Finance Manager, to Marian Huber, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers) in setting Authority rates, and the underreporting of O&M expenses
(pg. 9 of Oct. 6,1997 and pg. 12 of Dec. 10, 1997 reports by Michael Siegel
previously submitted to RD) in the Authority's loan application to RD?
Response: RD cannot require the Authority to perform such a revised financial
analysis. RD states that in those agreements, the developers have the first lien on
revenues from availability fees via rebates, and RD has the second lien. The mistake
was that the information was not disclosed to RD. If Authority rates become blown out
of proportion, RD could have a receiver appointed to operate the Authority.
4. Will RD allow the Authority to accept a sublease from the IDA/County for the
Purkins Corner Wastewater Treatment Plant? How would one allocate costs to
determine a proper lease rate with all the other users and county projects
factored in? If the crossover rule is violated, what remedy do the Authority
ratepayers have?
Response: Possibly, and with a feasibility study that shows revenues to cover the IDA
debt and operating costs. The remedy for ratepayers for violations is the election
process, since the Authority directors are elected.
5. RD should perform an audit of the Authority by qualified persons for the
following reasons:
a) There is a question of whether the Authority audit was truly independent since
the auditors stated that the King George finance director disputed the auditor's
categories. The audit was not delivered until late spring instead of January.
b) There is a question of whether the appraisal of systems acquired with RD
funding was properly performed.
c) The Authority cannot account for documents that verify descriptions of its
acquired systems and are referenced in its agreements, such as Exhibit C of the
Cleydael agreement.
d) There is a question if all undisclosed future obligations, such as Hopyard
Farm development and Cleydael WWTP, have been determined.
e) There is a question if all commingling of county and Authority funds and
resources have been accounted for, such as Authority facilities on county
property (the Owens water tank), proper accounting of Authority funds used on
IDA financed Purkins Corner WWTP, and funding allocation of personnel used for
Authority and county facilities.

Response: RD will not perform an audit. Any audit should
be conducted by the
Authority. RD does not have the authority to perform an audit
nor is there a cause for
RD to perform one unless there has been a violation or RD
suffers a financial loss.
a) This is an internal Authority management issue.
b) RD has a copy of a certified appraisal from the Authority.
c) This is an internal Authority management issue.
d) This is addressed by the Bond Resolution.
e) These are internal Authority management issues. RD does,
however, request
documentation concerning the issue of the Authority's Owens
water tank located on
county property.
As discussed in our meeting, I have enclosed a copy of the Authority
agreements with Eagle Bay (WRK, Inc.) and Cleveland Manor (Fairland
Development,
Inc.). I've also enclosed documents (Notice of Public Hearing for lease
of public
property, page 1 of lease agreement, and Exhibit A and B of lease
agreement) related
to item 5e above regarding the Authority's water storage tank at Owens.
This tank is
also referenced on page 11-51 of the Anderson &Associates, Inc. report
Rural
Development Project Orientation dated Oct. 21, 1997.
I, as an individual director of the KGCSA and a concerned citizen, continue
to
appreciate your responses to my questions concerning the Authority's
RD funded
projects. I look forward to your comments.
Please call if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Marliyn J. Eichelberger, Director
KGCSA
(540) 663-3720

KING GEORGE SERVICE AUTHORITY
Since my last meeting with you several months ago, I have had several discussions with King
George residents who are Service Authority customers. They are deeply troubled by the high
rates. They wonder why the Authority does not hold developers financially responsible for the
cost of utilities like our neighboring counties and the rest of Virginia. It is clear these high
rates are related to three major deficiencies in the Authority's programs:
1.
ACQUISITION POLICY: Ten privately owned utility systems have been acquired at a
cost of about $2.14 million. These systems should have been dedicated to the Authority at
little or no cost since their primary purpose was to enable developers to sell their building lots.
This has generated a capital cost of $5 million.
REBATE POLICY: Rebates of connection charges for utility improvements should not
2.
be paid to developers since the improvements are mainly for the benefit of the developer. In
line with present rebate payments, this extra cost to the ratepayers over 40 years will be $3
million.
LOAN-TO-PURCHASE POLICY: The way a developer obtains a utility system for his
3.
projects has a great impact on ratepayers. Loans to the Authority to fund developers to carry
out their projects have a high impact on the ratepayers. In the case of the Oakland Park
project, the extra cost to the ratepayers would be about $5 million over 40 years.
All of these extra costs combined would be about $13 million. This means that ratepayers
should be paying about 30% less than what they are now paying if the Authority had followed
practices similar to other jurisdictions. Incidentally, if the KG Authority rates were reduced
30%, the rates would be comparable to Stafford County rates. The current high rates are not
caused by Dahlgren's old facilities because their system improvements have yet to be made.
Furthermore, if the Authority proceeds with funding the utilities for Presidential Lakes Section
14 and Hopyard, the 30% penalty could at least double. The cost to the ratepayers could
easily be $6 million for Presidential Lakes Section 14 and $14 million for Hopyard over the
next 40 years. This would mean that overall capital costs to the ratepayers would be $33
million and with the increase in operational costs related to these systems, this figure could
easily be $50 million.
The Authority's current policies and programs were developed some time ago by personnel
who had very little training or experience in operating and managing a utility. In light of this, I
think that the Authority should consider expanding the contract scope with Anderson and
Associates to obtain professional advice to address existing deficiencies in the Authority's
policies and procedures. Professional advice could bring the Authority into conformance with
RD loan requirements and practices of other area jurisdictions. I am sure this could be
accomplished for about $50,000. In order to avoid the possibility of ceass action suts whcr
ratepayers could bring, I would be glad to finance such a program
Alan M. Voorhees, January 6, 1998

Jan. 6, 1998
Re: King George Service Authority and Rural Development (RD) funded projects
To: King George Service Authority and Rural Development
Since my last meeting with you several months ago, I have had several
discussions with King George residents who are Service Authority ratepayers and
customers. They are deeply troubled by the reasons for the high rates. They wonder
why the Authority does not hold developers financially responsible for the cost of
utilities that mainly benefit the developer. They wonder why the Authority's policies are
not practiced by any of our neighboring counties or most other developing areas of
Virginia. They also wonder why Authority policy does not even follow Rural
Development requirements set forth in its Letter of Conditions and its regulations,
§1942.17 (h) (3).
The high rates are related to three major deficiencies in the Authority's programs:
1. ACQUISITION POLICY: Ten privately owned utility systems have been acquired at
a cost of about $2.14 million. These systems should have been dedicated to the
Authority at little or no cost since their primary purpose was to enable developers to sell
their building lots. With interest, these acquisitions will cost the ratepayers about $128
thousand per year ($2.14 million X 6%) in extra costs and over the 40 year loan period
have a total cost of about$5.1 million (40 X $128,000).'
2. REBATE POLICY: Rebates of connection charges for utility improvements should
not be paid to developers since the improvements are mainly for the benefit ofthe
developer. The cost of the systems and any improvements should be bome by the
developers. In line with present rebate payments, this extra cost to the ratepayers is
approximately $75 thousand per year.
3. LOAN-TO-PURCHASE POLICY: The way a developer obtains a utility system for
his projects has a great impact on ratepayers. Loans to the Authority to fund
developers to carry out their projects have a high impact on the ratepayers. In the case
of the Oakland Park project, the approximately $2.70 million portion of the loan to
benefit the developer will be paid by the ratepayers at a cost of about $6.48 million over
the 40 year loan period.' Yet all that the Authority will get from the developer will be
about $2.125 million (250 lots X estimated avg. of $8500 per lot), which is not even
enough to pay the $2.70 million principal of the loan. This means that the extra cost to
the ratepayers would be about $110thousand per year ([$6.48 million minus $2.125
million = $4.36 million] -; 40 years).
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All of these extra costs combined are about $313,000 per year ($128,000
$75,000 + $110,000). This means that ratepayers should be paying about 30%
(26.8%) less than what they are now paying if the Authority had followed practices
similar to other jurisdictions where these extra costs would have been borne by the
developers not the ratepayers! Incidentally, if the KG Authority rates were reduced

30%, the rates would be comparable to Stafford County rates. Also, the current high
rates are not caused by Dahgren's old facilities because their system improvements
have yet to be made. The high rates are mainly due to the acquisitions, rebate, and
loan-to-purchase policies as noted in #1, 2, and 3 above.
Additional costs for the operation and maintenance (O&M) of these small,
inefficient systems scattered throughout the county will guarantee that this 30%
"penalty" for ratepayers in King George will go even hicher
High rates and fees in King George County are now an obstacle to the Countv's
ability to attract and retain industrial development and needed services. Witness the
recent closure of the Soap Suds Laundromat due to high water-sewer rates and fees.
Furthermore, if the Authority proceeds with funding the utilities for Presidential
Lakes Section 14 and Hopyard, the 30% penalty could at least double. The cost to the
ratepayers could easily be $5 million for Presidential Lakes Section 14 and $14 million
for Hopyard over the next 40 years. This would mean that costs to the ratepayers
would be further increased by $475,000 per year ($5 million - 40 years plus $14 million
+ 40 years = 125,000 + 350,000), equaling a total yearly increase of $788,000
($313,000 plus $475,000).
The Authority's current program and policies were developed some time ago by
personnel who had very little training or experience in operating and managing a utility.
In light of these shortfalls, I think that the Authority should consider expanding the
contract scope with Anderson and Associates to obtain professional advice to address
existing deficiencies in the Authority's policies, management, rates, and financial
matters. Please note that this situation you find yourselves in is not unique. I have
often encountered this situation in my consulting work.
Professional advice could bring the Authority into conformance with RD loan
requirements and practices of other area jurisdictions. This could be accomplished for
a cost between $50,000 to $100,000. In order to avoid the possibility of class action
suits which raterpayers could bring, I would be glad to finance such a program.
I am not against growth. I've been hired by counties, cities, and states all over
the world to help them grow effectively.

Alan M. Voorhees

January 6, 1998
1. Rural Development loan
a) Duration of loan 40 years
b) Annual payment 6% of loan
2. The current annual Authority budget is $1.17 million. Without the costs due to themajor deficienciE
the Authority budget would be approx. $857,CCO($1. 17 million minus $313,000 = $857,000. which wc,

ALAN M. VOORHEES
EDUCATION

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, B.S. in Civil Engineering,
1947
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Masters in City
Planning, 1949
City of Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1949-1951. City
Planning Engineer.
Automotive Safety Foundation, 1952-1961. Planning
Engineer.
Alan M. Voorhees &Associates, Inc., 1961-1977. Founder
and President.
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Dean, College of
Architecture, Art and Urban Sciences, 1977-1979.
Since 1979: Various management roles, high tech
companies. Chairman of the Board of the following
companies: Atlantic Southeast Airlines, Autometric. In

developed the first Master Plan for the City. Wrote the
zoning and subdivision ordinance. Contributed extens
to the upgrading of techniques used in the planning field
including attitude surveys and model applications for
commercial, recreation, and economic planning. Developec
national guidelines for land development for Australia.
Developed the land use plan for the Baltimore-Washington
Corridor. Prepared the land use planning for the State of
Connecticut. Has been involved in a large number of
metropolitan and local planning programs, including such
metropolitan areas as Los Angeles, St. Louis, Boston,
Washington, Baltimore, Houston, Detroit, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Miami, Seattle, Toronto, Caracas, Newcastle,
Melbourne, and Sao Paulo.
,

POSITIONS

Alan M. Voorhees
Page Two
Assisted in the planning of such new towns as Columbia,
Reston, Fort Lincoln, and Canberra, the new capital of
Australia. Involved in various community renewal studies.
Developed downtown plans for Cincinnati, San Francisco,
Lower Manhattan, Toronto and Portland. Assisted in the
development of environmental guidelines for the Department
of Housing and Urban Development. Assisted in the
preparation of many textbooks and manuals.
AFFILIATIONS

American Institute of Planners (President, 1968-1969;
Board, 1961-1964)
American Society of Planning Officials
American Society of Consulting Planners
International Federation for Housing and Planning
Urban Land Institute, Urban Redevelopment Council
Canadian Institute of Planners
Lambda Alpha International Fraternity
Transportation Research Board (Chairman of Executive
Committee, 1972)

AWARDS

Recipient of the first ASCE Harland Bartholomew Award,
given annually to the civil engineer contributing the most
to urban planning and development during the previous
year.
Received the Highway Research Board Award and the Past
President's Award of the Institute of Traffic Engineers for
research into the relationships between traffic generation
and land use.

HONORARY
DOCTORATE

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
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GAIL P. CLAYTON
GENERAL MANAGER

King George County Service Authority
P.O. Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Office (540) 775-9181
FAX (540) 775-5248

January 9, 1998
Mr. Robert H. Boyd, Director
Rural Utility/Community Facility Programs
1606 Santa Rosa Road

Culpeper Building, Suite 238
Richmond, Virginia 23229
Dear Mr. Boyd:
In response to Mr. Robert Boyd's letter of December 12, 1997 requesting comments on Mr.
Michael Siegel's submittal to the King George County Service Authority dated December 10,
1997 I offer the following. First, please be aware that Mr. Siegel is not now, and never has been,
hired by the KGCSA to provide any consulting services to the KGCSA. As you know, we have
received several unsolicited reports from Mr. Siegel offering analysis of KGCSA issues, as well
as recommendations. In developing these reports, he has never consulted with any staff member
that is directly involved in the day-to-day financial operations of the PSA. In reviewing his
submittals, staff has continuously found instances where information is inaccurately presented.
To back up this statement, following are just three examples of errors and misstatements
included in his latest report.
1) Page 2 - Under Oakland Park Amendment Deceptions - Deception 1.
Mr. Siegel States:
"Paragraph 1 makes the statement that "the development has generated...total
debt retirement fees in the sum of $143,375". This statement is knowingly false.
These fees were obtained by the PSA from all of its approximately 2,300 water
customers and 1.300 wastewater customers."
Also, on page 6. Mr. Siegel states:
"In its recent Analysis of New Connection Fees collected, OaklandPark, the PSA
states that the debt retirement fees it collected were derived from the Oakland
Park subdivision. In reality, this amount was collected from all PSA customers of

V
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confirmed by a review of the PSA FY96-97 adopted budget which indicates a
total of $139,116 in debt retirement fees system-wide was budgeted to be
collected for the entire 1997 fiscal year."
An
udebt reuiremeiLt ies arc not gencratecu rom. by, or on behait of the
undeveloped lots in Oakland Park. Crediting the developers of Oakland Park
for payments made by the general rate-paying public should be recognized as
an after-the-fact attempt by the PSA's to justify its non-compliance with it
RD financing requirements."
file

sA

These statements by Mr. Seigel are inaccurate and based on his misinterpretation of
information.
FACT:
The Finance Manager prepared the "Analysis of New Connection Fees
Collected, Oakland Park" (copy attached) on October 28, 1997. The amount of $143,375
shown under the "debt" column represents the amount collected from Debt Retirement
Fees of $3,500 per connection as each connection is purchased. This has nothing to dk
with the "debt service fee" collected bi-monthly from the approximately 2,300 wate:
customers and 1,300 wastewater customers at the rate of $1.25/100 gallons ($10
minimum).
These are two separate and distinct fees. The statement that "the
development has generated...total debt retirement fees in the sum of $143,375" is
completely true. Mr. Siegel is incorrect. This money was collected at the time of
application for new connection for the approximately 52 connections purchased in
Oakland Park between March 19, 1996 and October 16, 1997. This exact issue wabrought up at a meeting of the Board on December 8, 1997 and the Finance Manage:
pointed out that the funds collected represented the Debt Retirement Fee paid on all new,
connections at Oakland Park and had nothing to do with the debt service fee collected
from all customers bi-monthly (inc

2) Page 5 - F indins Sincc %\ ()riginaliI Report -

uillet I3

Mr. Siegel States: "The PSA has violated its RD financingacing aret' byincurrin
additional debt related to the IDA-financed project,
This statement by Mr. Siegel is inaccurate.
FACT: The IDA-financed projects that Mr. egeis pcaking o are all CounyL project.
the debt was incurred by the County, not the PSA. Although the bond documents provid,
that a sub-lease with the KGCSA could be entered into, no such sublease has taken place
These bond issues in no way constitute. in any form or fashion, a liability to the KGCSA

paid from the General Fund. No additional debt has been incurred by the KGCSA
since the RD loan was closed on November 15, 1995.

3) Page 10 - Paragraph 2 - Under Capital Fees, New Connections, Rebates and
"Debt Retirement Fees"

Mr. Siegel States:
"Just five days before the end of the 1997 fiscal year, the PSA had collected on
$360,380, or about 47% of its budged (sic) capital fees of $765,200 in that year."
This statement by Mr. Siegel is inaccurate.
Five days before the end of the fiscal year would have been June 25, 1997. The $360,380
that Mr. Siegel says was the collection level "just five days before the end of the fiscal
year" was the actual collection level at March 31, 1997. The collection level at April 30,

1997 was $397,426, at May 31, 1997 was $471,901 and at June 30, 1997 was $525,526.
I have attached copies of the monthy revenue statements prepared by the Treasurer's
Office that validate these amounts. Mr. Siegel grossly under reported the revenue
collected from new connections during the fiscal year. Although the KGCSA did not
meet it's revenue projection, it did collect 69% of the amount budgeted. It should be
pointed out that although the projection was not met on a revenue basis, it is our opinion
that the budget did include a "reasonable" estimate of the number of new connections.
The budget included an estimate of 116 new water connections and 70 new sewer
connections. New water connections applied for during FY97 were 103 or 89% of the
estimate. New sewer connections applied for during FY97 were 60 or 86% of the
estimate. We consider these to be reasonable estimates. The main reason the revenue
wasn't fully realized was that several people purchased connections prior to the rate
increase going into effect on August 23, 1996. For all those connections purchased prior
to August 23, 1996, the KGCSA did not receive the increased connection fee or the debt
retirement fee. You will notice that it was in those line items that the shortfall in revenue
occurred.
These are only some examples of the inaccuracies that staff has found in the reports submitted by
Mr. Siegel. The Board is of the opinion that many of the statements and accusations made by
Mr. Siegel are bordering on libel toward staff. Further, the Board is of the opinion that until the
services of a consultant are procured through the proper process and a contract is entered into
with the Board of Directors, reports such as Mr. Siegels that do not accurately present facts and
data, are of little merit.

Sin

Ro e
. Fuscaldo, Chairman
King George County Service Authority Board of Directors
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KING GEORGE SERVICE AUTHORITY
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Since my last meeting with you several months ago, I have had several discussions with King
George residents who are Service Authority customers. They are deeply troubled by the high
rates. They wonder why the Authority does not hold developers financially responsible for the
cost of utilities like our neighboring counties and the rest of Virginia. It is clear these high
rates are related to three major deficiencies in the Authority's programs:
1.
ACQUISITION POLICY: Ten privately owned utility systems have been acquired at a
cost of about $2.14 million. These systems should have been dedicated to the Authority at
little or no cost since their primary purpose was to enable developers to sell their building lots.
This has generated a capital cost of $5 million.
REBATE POLICY: Rebates of connection charges for utility improvements should not
2.
be paid to developers since the improvements are mainly for thenefitofthedeveloper.In
line with present rebate payments, this extra cost to the ratepayers over 40 years will be $3
million.
LOAN-TO-PURCHASE POLICY: The way a developer obtains a utility system for his
V3.
projects has a great impact on ratepayers. Loans to the Authority to fund developers to carry
out their projects have a high impact on the ratepayers. In the case of the Oakland Park
project, the extra cost to the ratepayers would be about $5 million over 40 years.
All of these extra costs combined would be about $13 million. This means that ratepayers
should be paying about 30% less than what theyare now paying if the Authority had followed
practices similar to other jurisdictions. Incidentally, if the KG Authority rates were reduced
30%, the rates would be comparable to Stafford County rates. The current high rates are not
caused by Dahlgren's old facilities because their system improvements have yet to be made.<
Furthermore, if the Authority proceeds with f ding the utilities for Presidential Lakes Sec:
ouble. The cost to the ratepayers could
14 and Hopyard, the 30% penalty could
easily be $6 million for Presidential Lakes Section 14 and $14 million for Hopyard over the
next 40 ye. ThisWould mean that ovall capital costs to the ratepayers would be $33
milliond witheincrease in cceralia costs related to these systems this ficure ou C
easiy be $50 million.
The Authority's current policies and programs were developed some time ago by personre
who had very little training or experience in operating and managing a utility. In light of this I
think that the Authority should consider expanding the contract scope with Anderson and
Associates to obtain professional advice to address existing deficiencies in the Authority's
policies and procedures. Professional advice could bring the Authority into conformancewith
RD loan requirements and practices of other area jurisdictions. I am sure this could be
accomplished for about $50,000. In order to avoid the possibility of class acticn suitswhN
ratepayers could bring, I would be glad to finance such a program.
Alan M. Vorhees January 6. 1998

Jan. 6, 1998
Re: King George Service Authority and Rural Development (RD) funded projects
To: King George Service Authority and Rural Development
Since my last meeting with you several months ago, I have had several
discussions with King George residents who are Service Authority ratepayers and
customers. They are deeply troubled by the reasons for the high rates. Theyvonder
why the Authority does not hold developers financially responsible for the cost of
utilities that mainly benefit the developer. They wonder why the Authority's policies are
not practiced by any of our neighboring counties or most other developing areas of
Virginia. They also wonder why Authority policy does not even follow Rural
Development requirements set forth in its Letter of Conditions and its regulaticns.
§1942.17 (h) (3).
The high rates are related to three major deficiencies in the Authcrity's programs:
1. ACQUISITION POLICY: Ten privately owned utility systems have been acquired at
a cost of about $2.14 million. These systems should have been dedicated to the
Authority at little or no cost since their primary purpose was to enable developers to sell
their building lots. With interest, these acquisitions will cost the ratepayers about $128
thousand per year ($2.14 million X 6%) in extra costs and over the 40 yearloan period
have a total cost of about $5.1 million (40 X $128,000).
2. REBATE POLICY: Rebates of connection charges for utility improvements should
not be paid to developers since the improvements are mainly for the benefit of the
developer. The cost of the systems and any improvements should be bome by the
developers. In line with present rebate payments, this extra cost to the ratepayers is
approximately $75 thousand per year.

'

3. LOAN-TO-PURCHASE POLICY: The way a developer obtains a utility system for
his projects has a great impact on ratepayers. Loans to the Authority to fund
developers to carry out their projects have a high impact on the ratepayers. In the case
of the Oakland Park project, the approximately $2.70 million portion of the loan to
benefit the developer will be paid by the ratepayers at a cost of about $6.48 million over
the 40 year loan period.' Yet all that the Authority will get from the developer will be
about $2.125 million (250 lots X estimated avg. of $8500 per lot), which is not even
enough to pay the $2.70 million principal of the loan. This means that the extra cost to
the ratepayers would be about $110 thousand per year ([$6.48 million minus $2.125
million = $4.36 million]-; 40 years).
+

All of these extra costs combined are about $313,000 per year ($128,000
$75,000 + $110,000). This means that ratepayers should be paying about 30%
(26.8%) less than what they are now paying if the Authority had followed practices
similar to other jurisdictions where these extra costs would have been bome by the
developers, not the ratepayers.2 Incidentally, if the KG Authority rates were reduced

30%, the rates would be comparable to Stafford County rates. Also, the current high
rates are not caused by Dalgren's old facilities because their system improvements
have yet to be made. The high rates are mainly due to the acquisitions, rebate and
loan-to-purchase policies as noted in #1, 2. and 3 above.
Additional costs for the operation and maintenance (O&M) of these small,
inefficient systems scattered throughout the county will guarantee that this 30%
"penalty" for ratepayers in King George will go even hicher.
High rates and fees in King George County are now an obstacle to the County's
ability to attract and retain industrial development and needed services. Witness the
recent closure of the Soap Suds Laundromat due to high water-sewer rates and fees.
Furthermore, if the Authority proceeds with funding the utilities for Presidential
Lakes Section 14 and Hopyard, the 30% penalty could at least double. The cost to the
ratepayers could easily be $5 million for Presidential Lakes Section 14 and $14 million
for Hopyard over the next 40 years. This would mean that costs to the ratepayers
would be further increased by $475,000 per year ($5 million # 40 years plus S14 million
+ 40 years = 125,000 + 350,000), equaling a total yeariy increase of $788,000
($313,000 plus $475,000).
The Authority's current program and policies were developed some time ago by
personnel who had very little training or experience in operating and managing a utility.
In light of these shortfalls, I think that the Authority should consider expanding the
contract scope with Anderson and Associates to obtain professional advice to address
existing deficiencies in the Authority's policies, management, rates, and financial
matters. Please note that this situation you find yourselves in is not unique. I have
often encountered this situation in my consulting work.
Professional advice could bring the Authority into conformance with RD loan
requirements and practices of other area jurisdictions. This could be accomplished for
a cost between $50,000to $100,000. In order to avoid the possibility of class action
suits which raterpayers could bring, I would be glad to finance such a program.
I am not against growth. I've been hired by counties, cities, and states all over
the world to help them grow effectively.

Alan M. Voorhees
January 6, 1998
1. Rural Development Ican
a) Duration of loan 40 years
b} Annual payment 6% of loan
2. The current annual Authority budget is $1.17 million. Without the costs due to the major deficiencies
the Authority budget would be approx. $857,000 ($117 millicn minus $313,000 = $857,000, which would
represent about a 30% reducticn in current Authority rates).
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ALAN M. VOORHEES

EDUCATION

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, B.S. in Civil Engineering,
1947
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Masters in City
Planning, 1949
City of Colorado Springs, Colorado, 1949-1951. City
Planning Engineer.

POSITIONS

Automotive Safety Foundation, 1952-1961. Planning

Engineer.
Alan M. Voorhees & Associates, Inc., 1961-1977. Founder
and President.
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, Dean, College of
Architecture, Art and Urban Sciences, 1977-1979.
Since 1979: Various management roles, high tech
companies. Chairman of the Board of the following
companies: Atlantic Southeast Airlines, Autometric, Inc.,
Data Terminals, Ideas, Inc. and Summit Enterprises, Inc.
As City Planning Engineer for the City of Colorado Springs,
developed the first Master Plan for the City. Wrote the
zoning and subdivision ordinance. Contributed extensively
to the upgrading of techniques used in the planning field,
including attitude surveys and model applications for

EXPERIENCE

commercial, recreation, and economic planning. Developed
national guidelines for land development for Australia.
Developed the land use plan for the Baltimore-Washington
Corridor. Prepared the land use planning for the State of

Connecticut. Has been involved in a large number of
-

metropolitan and local planning programs, including such
metropolitan areas as Los Angeles, St. Louis, Boston,
Washington, Baltimore, Houston, Detroit, Minneapolis-St.
Paul, Miami, Seattle, Toronto, Caracas, Newcastle,
Melbourne, and Sao Paulo.

Alan M. Voorhees
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Assisted in the planning of such new towns as Columbia,
Reston, Fort Lincoln, and Canberra, the new capital of
Australia. Involved in various community renewal studies.
Developed downtown plans for Cincinnati, San Francisco,
Lower Manhattan, Toronto and Portland. Assisted in the
development of environmental guidelines for the Department
of Housing and Urban Development. Assisted in the
preparation of many textbooks and manuals.
AFFILIATIONS

American Institute of Planners (President, 1968-1969;
Board, 1961-1964)
American Society of Planning Officials
American Society of Consulting Planners
International Federation for Housing and Planning
Urban Land Institute, Urban Redevelopment Council
Canadian Institute of Planners
Lambda Alpha International Fraternity
Transportation Research Board (Chairman of Executive
Committee, 1972)

AWARDS

Recipient of the first ASCE Harland Bartholomew Award,
given annually to the civil engineer contributing the most
to urban planning and development during the previous
year.
Received the Highway Research Board Award and the Past
President's Award of the Institute of Traffic Engineers for
research into the relationships between traffic generatior
and land use.
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DRAFT

Feb.17,1998

Kent Ware, Director
Rural Utility/Community Facility Program

1606 Santa Rosa Road; Culpeper Building, Suite 238
Richmond, Virginia 23229
Re:

Rural Development (RD) letter dated 12/12/97 to King George County Service
Authority (KGCSA, or Authority) and appraisal of acquired systems with
reimbursements (rebates)

Dear Mr. Ware,
In response to RD's letter dated 12/12/97 that requests identification of KGCSA

agreements involving rebates and cancellation of those agreements if possible, please
see Encl. 1 that lists KGCSA agreements with rebate agreements. Please note that some
rebate agreements have expired, and the KGCSA will not renew those rebate agreements
nor enter into new rebate agreements. We also will identify and cancel those agreements
involving rebates that can be cancelled.
We must also inform you about rebate agreements related to acquired systems
and appraisal documents dated March 8, 1995, "Appraisal of 10 Water Systems" and
the sewerage system report dated May 9, 1996, "Current Value Analysis of the

Presidential Village Sewerage System". These appraisals, conducted after the systems
were acquired by the KGCSA in 1994, were used to justify the $2.14 million purchase
price with RD funds.
These appraisals apparently did not take into account rebate agreements on

some of the acquired systems that would have reduced their appraised values.
Given the unusual nature of these acquisitions, it is understandable that the accounting of

rebates would have been overlooked. For example, the appraiser stated that he could not
find "any other appraisers in the central Virginia area who have experience appraising
water systems either. This is a relatively unusual assignment... ". The appraiser further
stated that the appraisal was "given without regard to any question of title, boundaries,
encumbrances, or encroachments." (It appears that the appraiser was not aware of

rebate agreements.)
We feel that RD must be notified about these issues in order for the KGCSA and
RD to have a strong professional relationship.

Robert Fuscaldo, Chairman

KGCSA

Feb.17,1998

To:

KGCSA Board of Directors

From:

Marilyn Eichelberger, Director

Subject:

Response to letter from Rural Development (RD) Director letter to Ms.
Clayton dated 12/12/97 concerning reimbursement agreements; appraisal
of acquired systems with rebates

In response to RD's 12/12/97 letter requesting identification of KGCSA

agreements with rebates and the cancellation of those which can be canceled, I submit

the enclosed letter for the Board's concurrence. I feel this is the proper way for the
Authority to conduct itself in order to maintain a professional relationship with RD.
Certainly, if the KGCSA was dealing with a commercial bank, it would have promptly
and completely responded to such a request.
Similarly, I feel that it is in the best interest of the KGCSA to be forthright and
proactive in informing RD about the appraisal of the acquired systems that involved

rebates. The appraiser apparently did not take into account those rebates, which would
have reduced the appraised values of those systems. It is incumbent upon this Board
to promptly inform RD about this matter. To illustrate how this is consistent with good
policy, it is normal for commercial financial institutions to require loan applicants to
accurately disclose adequate information regarding their financial status in order to
determine ability and likelihood of paying back a loan. This information is used not only
to assess the applicant's credit performance and history, but also is a determinant in

granting a loan and providing considerations to the customer during the loan period. In
a like manner, I feel the Authority should be mindful of those factors in dealing with RD.
If this Board cannot agree to adequately respond to RD's 12/12/97 letter and

inform RD about the appraisal value of acquired systems with rebates, I believe that my

fiduciary responsibility to the ratepayers requires me to do so.

Mari yn .

KGCSA

ichelberger, Director

GAIL P. CLAYTON

King George County Service Authority

GENERAL MANAGER

P.O. Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Office (540) 775-9181
FAX (540) 775-5248

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

September 16, 1997

TO:

Marilyn Eichelberger, Director
King George County Service Authority

FROM:

Gail P. Clayton, General Manage

SUBJECT:

Inquiry on Carver Agreement

Per your revised request of September 9, 1997, please be advised that the King George County Service
Authority voted at its regular meeting of 10/1/96 to approve the attached amendment to the Oakland Park
agreement. Also, attached for your information is the original agreement dated March 30, 1994. The
September 30, 1996 amendment appears to remove any reference to a $4,000 surcharge in provisions I, G
and I, H of the original document as well as revise Section Il-A and II-C.
Your first concern is regarding the security. As I indicated at the previous meeting, the RECD allowed a
letter of credit in lieu of a bond. (See attached correspondence dated 9/11/95 from Robert Boyd). Also, in
the letter of conditions dated December 2, 1994 on page 2 (condition 1), the entire loan amount of
$9,118,200 requires a repayment of $46,230.00 per month for 456 months, with interest only payments
once each year for the first two years. Therefore. I don't believe that a million dollar loan would require a
$60,480 monthly payment.
Loan Payment - The September 30, 1996 amendment to the original agreement dated March 30, 1994
speaks to the text of I.G. (surcharges for debt payment first 4 years); I.H. (surcharges for debt service for
life of loan). The loan closed in 1995 and the present Board of Directors adopted this amendment.
Yes, RECD has been made aware of the amendment.

GPC/ceb
cc:

Board of Directors
Jean M. Kelly, County Attorney
Lisa M. Baxter, Assistant County Administrator
David Hinkle. Director of Facilities

12:43
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September 9, 1997

TO:

Gail Clayton, General Manager
King George County Service Authority

FROM:

Marilyn Eichelberger, Director

KING G

King George County Service Authority

SUBJ;

inquiry on Carver Agreement

The September 1995 amendment is the agreement which I referred to in my
Board report at the Sept. 2, 1997 Service Authority meeting. I'm enclosing a
revised statement for distribution to the Board that addresses the approved
amendment dated Sept. 30. 1996. That amendment was provided to the Board
at the Aug. 19, 1997 regular meeting. Please address your response to the
revised statement also.
Also, has RECD been made aware of the approved amendment?
Thanks for your attention to this matter,

F.-E

01

03/9/-997
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DATE;

SEPTEMBER 9,1997

TO:

KING GEORGE COUNTY SERVICE AUTHORITY (KGCSA)

FROM:

MARILYN EICHELBERGER

SUBJECT:

RURAL ECONOMIC AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (RECD)
AGREEMENT RELATED TO OAKLAND PARK

PAGE

It's clear that our agreement with Oakland Park is in violation with our loan
agreement with the RECD in at least two ways. One Is related to security and the other
is related to the loan Dayment.
Securi
In Section 4 of the RECD agreement, it states:
"A bond or escrowed security deposit must be provided to guarantee this
monthly payment and to guarantee an amount at least equal to the owner's
proportionate share of construction cost.'
This would mean that the developer would have to guarantee the monthly payment for
$60,480 for 40 years and provide a bond for $1 million (the amount of the loan). The
Oakland Park approved amendment, dated September 30, 1996, does not guarantee
any monthly payment. Therefore, the complete financial risk is bome by the Authority
and its ratepayers, who would see increased rates to cover any shortfall.

LoanEayment
In Section 4 of the RECD agreement, it states:
"The owners of these properties must, by binding agreement, agree to make
monthly payment at least equal to the proportionate share of debt service
attributable to the vacant property until the property is developed and the facility
Is fully utilized on a regular basis."
The approved amendment makes no guarantees that Oakland Park will pay anything in
connection with the RECD loan payment. In addition, the amendment would require
that the KGCSA return a portion of the availability fees to the developer before all the
payments of the loan are paid off to RECD, which increases the shortfall to the
Authority. This allows the developer to recover his investment first and leaves all the
remaining financial liability upon the KGCSA, increasing any shortfall to the Authority.
The agreement and approved amendment with Oakland Park is not valid in light of the
RECD loan agreement. Nothing should be done on the Oakland Park project until
these deficiencies are corrected
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LISA M. BAXTER
ACTING GENERAL MANAGER

King George County Service Authority
P.O. Box 169
King George, VA 22485
Office (540) 775-9181
FAX (540) 775-5248

MEMORANDUM

September 25, 1996

TO:

Board of Directors

FROM:

Lisa M. Baxter, Acting General Manage

SUBJECT:

Amendment to Oakland Park Agreement

M

e

f

J
/

DATE:

By the attached, you will note the proposed amendment to the Oakland Park agreement. This
issue was brought to the Board's attention by Mr. Scott Pugh, representing Mr. James Carver,
during the public hearing on utility rates. In approving the Consent Agenda, the Board will
authorize me as Acting General Manager to execute this amendment.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me.

geb
cc: Perm. File
Chron. File

AMENDMENT TO THE
OAKLAND PARK AGREEMENT

THIS AMENDMENT to the Oakland Park Agreement (the
0
day of September, 1996
"Amendment") is made as of this
by and between the BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE KING GEORGE
COUNTY SERVICE AUTHORITY, hereinafter referred to as "KGCSA"
and JAMES L.

CARVER, MYRTIS V.

CARVER,

PAUL L.

CARVER, AGNES

S. CARVER and GEORGE T. CARVER, partners trading as Oakland
Park, a Virginia general partnership, hereinafter referred to
as "Owner."

RECITALS

A.
KGCSA and the Owner entered into the Agreement as
of March 30, 1994.
B.
KGCSA and the Owner desire to make certain changes
to the Agreement and therefore, they have entered into this
Amendment.

AGREEMENT

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises, the
mutual understanding herein contained and other good and
valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which
are hereby acknowledged by KGCSA and the Owner, the parties
agree as follows:

Delete the present text as related
1.
Section I - G:
to the payment of 13 surcharges of $ 4,000.00 each.
2.
Section I - H:
Delete the present text as related
to the payment of surcharges.
Delete the third and fourth
3.
Section II - A:
sentence of Section II - A and in its place and stead the
following is hereby substituted:
"A portion of the sewer and water systems
development paid for by loans from FmHA will be paid back by
the payment of the debt retirement fee adopted by the King
George County Service Authority and such payment shall be
made in accordance with the adopted regulations for the King
George County Service Authority."

Delete Section II - C and in its
4.
Section II - C:
place and stead the following is hereby substituted:
"The KGCSA will rebate to the Owner 40% of the
Availability Fees until such time as the approved costs
incurred by the Owner under Section I - F are repaid. At no
time will the Owner be rebated an amount in excess of
approved expenses incurred under Section I - F."

This Amendment shall be effective as of this 22nd day
of August, 1996 and there shall be no refund of surcharges
paid prior to this effective date.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, KGCSA and the Owner have each caused
this Amendment to be signed on its behalf and its seal to be
affixed and attested by officials thereunto duly authorized.

KING GEORGE COUNTY SERVICE AUTHORITY

By:

_

_

_

_

_

_

__

Generaj/Manager

OAKLAND PARK, a Virginia
general partnership

S L. CARVER, General Partner

MYR61S V. CARVER, General Partner
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PAUL L. CARVER,

AGNE /

ARVER,

General Partner

General Partner

IGEORGE'T. CARVER, General Partner

STATE OF VIRGINIA

COUNTY OF KING GEORGE,

to wit:

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
Co nty and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
7t\L General Manager of the King George
m'
County Service Authority, whose name as such is signed to the
foregoing Amendment, has acknowledged the same before me in
the County aforesaid.
day

Given under my hand this

of sepeo

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

/9-

3

5) 9q

, 1996.

STATE OFVIRGIN;-A
;(w
CITY/COUdTY OF

iLdt: to wit:

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that James
L. Carver, General Partner of Oakland Park, a Virginia
general partnership, whose name as such is signed to the
foregoing Amendment, has acknowledged the same before me in
the City/County aforesaid.
Given under my hand this _tT

ay of September,

1996.

(

My Commission Expires:

(

Notary Public

STATE OF VIRGINI

CITY/C0NTY OF

Olt

L

4d

0wit:

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
Myrtis V. Carver, General Partner of Oakland Park, a Virginia
general partnership, whose name as such is signed to the
foregoing Amendment, has acknowledged the same before me in
the City/County aforesaid.
Given under my hand this__

day of September,

Notary Public

ei

My Commission Expires:

4

V

1996.

STATE OF VIRG
CITY/CqUNTY O

(

&4A1GW31/W

to wit:

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that Paul
L. Carver, General Partner of Oakland Park, a Virginia
general partnership, whose name as such is signed to the
foregoing Amendment, has acknowledged the same before me in
the City/County aforesaid.
Given under my hand this

C

epday of September,

1996.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

STATE OF VIRGIN

CITY/CQdNTY OF______/_

, to wit:

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that Agnes
S. Carver, General Partner of Oakland Park, a Virginia
general partnership, whose name as such is signed to the
foregoing Amendment, has acknowledged the same before me in
the City/County aforesaid.

_jy day of September,

Given under my hand this.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

5

1996.

STATEO

NFVIRGIN

CITY/C/JTY OM ,/&~dtUIZL

to wit:

I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the
City/County and State aforesaid, do hereby certify that
George T. Carver, General Partner of Oakland Park, a Virginia
general partnership, whose name as such is signed to the
foregoing Amendment, has acknowledged the same before me in
the City/County aforesaid.
Given under my hand this ajL

day of September,

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

6

1996.

fA
day of
0
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this
1994 by the Board of Directors of the King George County Service Authority,
hereinafter referred to as "KGCSA,' and James L. Carver, Myrtis V. Carver,
Paul L. Carver, Agnes S. Carver and George T. Carver, partners trading as
Oakland Park, a Virginia General Partnership, hereinafter referred to as
*Owner."
WHEREAS, the Owner is the fee simple owner of that certain real property
in Potomac District, King George County, Virginia, containing 165.4213 acres
as shown on a preliminary plat of Oakland Park by Jules L. Elliott, C.P.E.,
which plat was approved by the King George County Planning Commission on
October 20, 1992, hereinafter referred to as 'the Property'; and
WHEREAS, the Owner desires to subdivide The Property into building lots
and to have public sewer and water available to serve the lots; and
WHEREAS, the KGCSA has determined that it is in the public interest for
the KGCSA to construct, operate and maintain facilities to provide said public sewer and water to the Property as well as to other property, hereinafter
referred to as 'The Systems';
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions
contained herein, the parties agree as follows:
I.

OWNER'S COVENANTS
A.

The Owner agrees to turn over to KGCSA the engineering design
plans entitled Oakland Park Wastewater Treatment Plant (job
#20181-01), and dated April 8, 1994, prepared by Reid, Bagby and
Caldwell, P.C. and the engineering design plan entitled Oakland
as
Park, Sections Seven & Twelve, and dated February, 1986,
revised October, 1992, Oakland Park, Section Eight, as revised
October, 1992 and Oakland Park Development Plans, Sec. 9-11,
dated July 1993, prepared by Jules L. Elliott, L.P.E. All plans
shall be as approved by appropriate State and County officials.

B.

The Owner also agrees to, at the Owner's sole expense, within
thirty (30) calendar days of approval by the Virginia Department
of Health, dedicate or convey to KGCSA with General Warranty and
English Covenants of Title, all fee simple title, rights-of-way
and easements necessary for the construction, operation, maintenance and repair of all improvements and facilities necessarto operate The Systems, or independently functioning sectior
sections thereof.

C.

The Owner agrees to convey by deed of easement or other
create by subdivision plat, a right to use all propertiesi:
diately adjacent to, and within fifteen feet of, all fee simp
property, public rights-of-way and easements for the purpose c
constructing, maintaining, repairing and replacing the system.
This provision shall be construed so as to
a total easement width of fifteen (15) fee-_

D.

The Owner shall transfer to the KGCSA all a
certificates previously issued for the Systems.
Owner's responsibility to secure all necessary
ceri icate.

rev. 3/29/94
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II.

E.

The Owner agrees to prepare and record restrictive covenants for
each section of the property as it records final plats for each
section which covenants will require connection to the public
sewer and water systems to serve any improvements constructed on
Said
each lot and payment of applicable availability fees.
restrictive covenants shall be reviewed and approved by the KGCSA
and the County prior to recordation.

F.

The Owner agrees to invest up to 10% of the estimated total
The initial investment being $175,000 to the
project costs.
Dahlgren Service Area of the KGCSA to allow for the transfer of
the Gambo Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant as further described
in Section II.A. herein to the Oakland Park site. The Owner will
invest other sums as necessary to meet the 10% requirement.

G.

The Owner agrees to pay to the KGCSA a minimum of 13 surcharges
as described in Section II.A. ($4,000.00 each) for each of the
first four (4) years after debt service payments begin in
accordance with the KGCSA's agreements with FmHA.

H.

Should total availability fees and surcharge payments for services to The Systems fail to provide an amount necessary to
retire the FmHA loan, referred to in II.A. below, the Owner
agrees to pay each year sufficient surcharges, as described in
Section II.A. ($4,000.00 each) in an amount necessary to support
the annual debt service for the life of the loan.

KGCSA's COVENANTS
A.

The KGCSA will construct the said sewer and water systems in
accordance with approved plans, including the transfer of the
Gambo Creek Wastewater Treatment Plant from the Dahlgren Service
Area of the KGCSA to the treatment plant site provided by the
owner. KGCSA's construction will be financed with combined loan
(not to exceed the amount of $1,000,000.00) and grant funding
from the Farmers' Home Administration of the United States
A portion of the sewer and
Department of Agriculture (FmHA).
water systems development paid for by loans from FmHA will be
paid back by a surcharge to be paid by theOwner of $4,000.00 per
single family connection or equivalent thereof. The Owner will
pay that sum to KGCSA at the time of closing on the sale of each
lot within the Property.

B.

Upon compliance with the conditions herein, the KGCSA shall
operate and maintain the Systems, and provide sewer and water
services to the Property to the limits of the systems as designed
and built.

C.

The KGCSA will rebate to the Owner 40% of all Availability Fees,
and 100% of the surcharge established under Section II.A. of this
agreement after satisfaction of I.G. and I.H. above, until such
time as all costs incurred by the Owner under Sections I.F., I.G.
and I.H. are repaid. At no time, however, will the Owner be rebated an amount in excess of expenses incurred under those sections. KGCSA will further reimburse to the Owner out of project
funds as described in II.A. above appropriate professional engineering costs incurred in the design of the System in excess of
the amounts necessary to satisfy the requirements of Section I.F.
above.

rev. 3/29/94
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III.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This agreement is subject to the following terms and conditions:
and from time
Option for Expansion: At any time in the future,
A.
to time, upon a determination being made by the appropriate
have reached capacity,
governmental authority that the Systems
Systems to provide for
the
expand
to
right
the
have
shall
Owner
In exercising that
service to future sections of Oakland Park.
aspects of the
such
of
expansion
for
right it shall submit plans
capacity of
the
increasing
including
necessary,
be
may
as
Systems
of
additions
and/or
storage,
wells,
plant,
the sewage treatment
mains and such other fixtures as may be necessary to serve said
future lots. Upon obtaining final approval of the plans from the
State, KGCSA and the County, Owner shall construct the additions
That construction must
in accordance with the approved plans.
construction with
initial
the
of
requirements
the
meet all of
Owner being required to obtain all permits and approvals reThe parties shall then negotiate an amendment to this
quired.
property conAgreement to govern construction costs, time and
to above
referred
surcharge
$4,000.00
The
requirements.
veyance
as
except
expansion
Owner's
the
by
will not apply to lots served
Agreement.
this
to
amendment
an
in
negotiated
Owner may choose to assign its rights and obligaAssignment:
B.
tions under this Agreement to a Virginia corporation to be formed
and named Oakland Park Development Company, Inc., or a similar
name if this is unavailable. A shareholder of this corporation
shall be James L. Carver. In the event this assignment is made,
it will be subject to the approval of the KGCSA which shall not
be unreasonably withheld.
IV.

REPRESENTATIONS

The Owner represents that it has read and understands the provisions and requirements of the King George County Ordinances, KGCSA
regulations, state laws and state agency regulations.
V.

MISCELLANEOUS

A.

It is understood by the parties that except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement, all provisions of the County
Ordinances and all adopted County policies and administrative
incorporated into
regulations including KGCSA regulationsis are
intended to alter
not
Agreement
this
that
and
Agreement
this
thereof.
requirements
and
or in any way modify the provisions

B.

All conveyances of interest in land made pursuant to this Agreement will be prepared and recorded by an attorney employed by the
Owner. The Attorney shall certify to the KGCSA that at recordation the necessary interest in land is free and clear of all
liens and objections.

C.

This Agreement shall be binding upon the Owner, its heirs, successors and assigns and upon the execution of this Agreement, the
Owner may record it in the Clerk's office of the Circuit Court of
This Agreement is
King George County at the Owner's expense.

rev. 3129/94
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binding upon the KGCSA, its successors and assigns. Bothparties
and reagree to notify all subsequent owners of the existence
agreenecessary
all
execute
to
and
quirements of this Agreement
ments and papers with said subsequent owners to insure that they
are subrogated to the terms of this Agreement.
of
This Agreement is to be executed and performed in the Commonwealth
the
of
laws
the
with
accordance
in
Virginia and shall be construed

Commonwealth of Virginia.

KING GEORGE

BY:

/

VICE AUTHORITY

NTY

de

ral Manager
OAKLAND PARK

/

James L. Carver, General Partner

Myrti

V. Carver, General Partner

Paul L. Carver, General Partner

Agn

S.Carver, General Partnei

George T. Carver, General Partner

State of Virginia
County of King George, to-wit:
day of
The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this
George
King
Manager,
General
Jr.,
James,
Eldon
L.
by
1994
,
xxze,' '
County Service Authority.

Notary 80lic
My commission expires:
rev.3/29194

I

I/- -7
4

State of Virginia/)A
0 0-, to-wit:
/\L
City/County of
day of
The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this
and on
partnerof
general
a
as
Carver
L.
James
by
1994
,
A CiPartnership.
behalf of Oakland Park, a Virginia General

~NotarLPblc
My commission expires:

O'JLx&bi-

Statecof Virgini

Ciy/

/21 12 -7
to-wit:

9 Mty of/

he f regoing Agreement was cknowledged before me this
partner o
1994 by Myrtis V. Carver as a general
behalf of Oakland Park, a Virginia General Partnership.

day o
and or

Notar,

My commission expires:

was comm!ssinedFranc

State of Virg
City/cQuntfy o

a

day of
The- foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this
a1994 by Paul L. Carver as a general partner of and on
behaf of Oakland Park, a Virginia General Partnership.
Notary Public

-34 /

My commission expires:

Notary2ublic

was commissioned Frances L. Bowman

Stateof

, to-wit:

day of
Te foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this NJ
and on
of
1994 by Agnes S. Carver as a general partner
L-,,
behalf of Oakland Park, a Virginia General Partnership.
Notary Public

3Nt

My commission expires:

rev
rev.

c3/missiond FrancesLBowman
3/9/94
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u

State of Virginia
,iXyCkoA: clobws
City/county of

,

to-wit:

The foregoing Agreement was acknowledged before me this 3" day of
, 1994 by George T. Carver as a general partner of and on
__
CA C+
a Virginia General Partnership.
Park,
behalf ofOakland
_TYN

Notary Public

My commission expires:

J-
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Rural Economic
and Community
Development

1606 Santa Rosa Road
Culpeper Building, Suite 238
Richmond, Virginia 23229
(804) 287-1550
TDD (804) 287-1550

September 11,

Ms. Jean Masten Kelly
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box 509
Bowling Green,

In Ref To:
Dear Ms.

VA

1995

SEP

22427

Letter of Credit
Oakland Park Agreement

Kelly:

Reference is made to our conservation on Friday September 8
concerning the Irrevocable Standby Letter Of Credit to be used to
secure the Oakland Park agreement.
As we discussed, I believe the Letter of Credit should be issued
and dated the date of closing and it should have a maturity of four
years.
It is my understanding that the Letter of Credit will be issued in
place of the "bond" that was required by our letter of conditions
and that the Letter of Credit will assure compliance to the
agreement on Oakland Park dated March 30, 1994, as amended by the
draft amendment you transmitted to me by facsimile transmission
dated August 3,

1995.

If we can be of further assistance, please advise.
Sincerely,

ROB" AUhn\QC T OR
RURAL UTILITIES SERVICE

cc:

Gayle Friedhoff, RECD, Farmville
(with copy of letter of credit)
Lisa Baxter, Director of Finance
King George County
King George, VA

Rural Economic and Community Development is an Equal Opportunity Lender.
Complaints of discrimination should be sent to:
20250
Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D.C.

United Statei

Rurul Economic

202 Clark Street. Suite 2

Department of
Agriculture

and Community
Development

Farmville. VA 23901
804-392-4137

Mr. Eldon James, County Administrator
King George County Public Service Authority
P. 0. Box 169
King George, Virginia
22485
Dear Mr. James:
This letter, with Attachments 1 through 8 and enclosures, establishes
conditions which must be understood and agreed to by you before
further consideration may be given to your application for financial
assistance from Rural Economic and Comunity Development (RECD)
(formerly Farmers Home Administration] in providing water and sewer
improvements to the County.
Any changes in project cost, source of
funds, scope of services, or any other significant changes in the
project or applicant must be reported to and approved by RECD by
written amendment to this letter.
Any changes not approved by RECD
shall be cause for discontinuing processing of the application.
This letter is not to be considered as loan and grant approval or as a
representation as to the availability of funds.
The docket may be
completed on the basis of a loan not to exceed $9,118,200 and a grant
not to exceed $1,500,000, for a total project cost of $10,618,200.
If RECD makes the loan, you may make a written request that the
'interest rate be the lower of the rate in effect at the time of loan
approval or the time of loan closing.
If you do not request the lower
of the two interest rates, the interest rate charged at closing will
be the rate in effect at the time of loan approval.
The loan will be
considered approved on the date a signed copy of Form FmEA 1940-1,
Request for Obligation of Funds, is mailed to you.
If you want the
lower of the two rates, your written request should be submitted to
RECD as soon as practical.
In order to avoid possible delays in loan
closing such a request should ordinarily be submitted at least 30
calendar days before loan closing.
Extra copies of this letter are being provided for use by your
engineer, attorney, bond counsel, and accountant.
The enclosures and
attachments listed below are attached to the copies as noted.
Enclosed are the following:
Attachment No. 1 - Final Project Planning Factors (All copies)
Attachment No. 2 - King George County PSA Loan and Grant Docket
Table of Contents (All copies)
Attachment No. 3 - FmKA Instruction 1942-A, Section 1942.17
(Applicant copy)

RECD

Rural Economic and Community Development sian Equal Opportunity Lender.
Complaints of discrumnation should be sent to:
Secretary ofArrAculture.Washinton.DC 202:0

Attachment No. 4 - FmHA Instruction
1942-A, Section 1942.18
(Engineer copy)
AttachmentNo.

5 -

AttachmentNo.

6 - Virginia Instruction 1942-A,

FmHAuInstruction

(Attorney and Bond Counsel copies) 1942-A,

attachments

Section 1942.19
Guide 1, with

(Engineer copy)
Attachment No. 7 -

FmE AInstruction l 9 4 0-Q andall
Attachment No. 8 - Various
exhibits
other F=HlA forms as identified
on
Attachment No. 2

The agreements you provided withyourpreapplicationandapplication
for engineering and legal services haveanotbeen found acceptable and
the costs for these services have been included in theprojectbudget
contained in Attachment No. 1.
Your documents concerning the
stratively acceptable; however,creation of your Authority are adminithey will be further reviewedhbyour
Office of the General Counsel.
Any changes requiredby ourOffice of
the General Counsel will be included in the closing instructions.
The Authority must take whatever actionnecessary to legally
transfer
the assets and liabilities of the Dahlgren and FairviewgBeach Sanitary
District to the Authority.
Following the legal transfer and
assumption of assets and liabilities, the Authoritymust take
appropriate action to have bothSanitaryoDistricts
This action must be accomplished
cease to exist.
prior to

loan closing.

The conditions referred to above
are as
1.

Loan Repayment

follows:

The

loan will be scheduled for repayment
over a period of 40 years.
The payments due the first 24
months will consist
-

.

of interest onlyandwill be paid
annually on the first and second
anniversaries of the bond.
Payments for the remaining 456
months will be equal
amortized monthly installments.
Forplanningpurposesuse a
5.25 interest rate and a monthly amortization factor of
.00507, which provides for a
monthly payment of $46,230.0
0
You have the option of participating
in the PREAUTHORIZED
DEBIT (PAD) payment process.
itwill
allow foroyourpayment
be electronically debited

-to

from your account on the day

your payment is due.

A debt service reserve is required
and must be accumulated
at the rate of 10% of the monthly
debt payment until a sum
equal to no less than one annual
installment is accumulated.
2.

Appraisal - This request involves
the purchase of certain
facilities (water systems), the
value of which has not been
established.
The Authority, with the concurrence
of RECD,
shall cause such facilities to
be appraised by a qualified
firm or individual licensed by
the State of Virginia to
perform such appraisals and who
has, by actual performance,
exhibited skill in performing
such appraisals.
The purchase

2
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October 7, 1997
Michael Siegel
Public and Environmental Finance Consulting
4401-A Connecticut Ave. NW, #208
Washington, DC 20008
(202) 237-2455

King George County Service Authority
clo Ms. Gail Clayton, General Manager
King George County Courthouse
10459 Courthouse Drive
King George, Virginia
Re:

'17 897

22485

Rural Developnrst Projects, October 6, 1997letter

COUNTYADMINISE
KING GEORGE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Dear Ms. Clayton, and Members of the Board:
I would like to provide the following clarifications to my letter of October 6, 1997.
1)

The proportionants share requiremento ccakLand Parkj related to the number of

vacant lots. As the development Is built out,

unts would decline proportionately.

For example, If 50% of the lots have been developed, then the proportionate share and
security requirements noted in my previous letter would be reduced accordingly.
2)
It is my understanding that the proportionate share requirement pertains to
Presidential Lakes Section 14, not Section 1-13. If RD funds are not to be expended on
improvements In Section 14, then the proportionate share requirement Is not relevant.
I would appreciate It if you would include these clarifications with my earlier letter
S'in
Micha

.

I
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October 6, 1997
Michael Siegel

Public and Environmental Finance Consulting
4401-A Connecticut Ave NW, #208
Washington, DC 20008
(202) 237-2455
King George County Service Authority
c/o Ms. Gall Clayton, General Manager
King George County Courthouse
10459 Courthouse Drive
King George, Virginia 22485
Re:

Rural Development Projects

Dear Ms. Clayton, and Members of the Board:
Beginning in late 1996, I have had occasion to review many of the materials related
to the RD project undertaken by the PSA. I would like to present to the PSA Board certain
information as It relates to these projects, as I think it is pertinent to the situation in which
the PSA now finds itself with regard to its RD-funded projects. I have also provided some
straightforward suggestions which address equity, debt repayment and financing issues
raised In this letter.
The Issues addressed In this letter have been the subject of much discussion and
debate among the PSA board and County residents. Most of the PSA's customers have
been subject tosubstantial rate increases since the RD projects were initiated. Largely as
a result of the RD projects (of which only about 20%-25% of the total funds were required
to bring its facilities into regulatory compliance), the PSA has among the highest water and
wastewater rates In the State of Virginia. Among the 138 Virginia sewer systems
responding to a statewide survey in 1996' the PSA's sewer rates ranked as the 8th
highest. Of 159 water systems surveyed in 1996, the PSA's water rates ranked as the
29th highest (there were 11 tles" above this rank).
The County's primary goal for the RD project was "...to help stabilize the utility rates
and to assure consistent, reliable water supply and quality levels for its residents." These
'Eighth Annual Virginia Water and Sewer Rate Report, Draper-Aden Associates, in
cooperation with the Virginia Association of Counties and the Virginia Municipal League, 1990
Preliminary Engineering Report for Capital Improvement Projects King George County
Public Service Authority, King George County, Virginia, Timmons, August 3, 1993.r. 1.
I
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goals are restated in the most recent report prepared by Anderson & Associates.'
Unfortunately, the goal of stabilizing the County's utility rates has proven elusive, While
rates for a few customers not previously part of the County's system have declined rates
for a large majority of the PSA's customers have risen substantially in the last 2-3 years,
Rates for some customers have already more than doubled.
The strains on the PSA budget will only continue to increase. Future rate increases
are inevitable as the full effects of RD-related debt service, and operating and
maintenance (O&M) are incorporated into the PSA's future budgets and user rates. And.
O&M costs for at least three additional systems to be acquired by the PSA serving private
developments will only add to the PSA's O&M requirements.
For the most part, recent and future rate Increases are attributable to the acquisition
of several pr-existing privately-owned systems, making improvements thereto, and
constructing and/or aoquirng new facilities to serve privately owned developments. Many
of these acquisitions and improvements are to benefit developments with substantial
unbuilt lots which are being actively marketed by their owners.
For example, about $2.8 million (30%) of the RD project loan will benefit the
owner/developers of Oakland Park. Another $2.7 million (20%) of the loan will benefit the
developers and lot owners of other developments which are part of the
Sydnor/Alpha/Presidential Lakes and Village (SAP) projects. Including contingency,
miscellaneous costs, and metering, a total of about $5.44 million (60% of the RD project
loan amount of $9.118 million) will benefit private developers and lot owners in private
subdivisions and developments. Only about 20-25% of the PSA's customers and
operating revenues will be derived from these areas upon completion of the RD-funded
projects.
Only about $3.42 million of the RD project budget is to be expended on
improvements to the County's pre-existing publicly owned systems serving the Fairview
Beach and Dahigren areas. At present, these two systems are roughly estimated to
account for about 75-80% of the PSA's existing customers and revenues. Customers in
these areas will shoulder most of the burden of repaying the debt and associated O&M
Submitted to RECD as part of its application for Federal funds.
'King George County, Rural Development Project Orientation. Draft, Anderson and
Associates, September 23, 1997, p. 11-1.
'King George County Service Authority, RD Projects, October 2, 1997, Anderson and
Associates. Amount includes: Dahgren WWTP improvements, pump station upgrades.
Bayberry lagoons, Fairview Beach water pressure improvements, and proportionate share of
contingency, metering, miscellaneous costs.
2
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costsforthe RD-funded projects. Over the life of the RD loan, these customers could pay
several million, and perhaps over $10 mIllon dollars in excess of their proportionate share
of the RD project loan and associated O&M costs.
Meanwhile, owners of the County's major developments and subdivisions will pay
only a fraction of their proportionate share of the debt service on the loan, and have
provided guarantees for even less. Furthermore, the owners of these developments will
pay nothing In debt retirement fees or towards the PSA's ongoing O&M costs for RDfinanced Improvements serving their developments. These O&M costs will, overtime
exceed their debt-related costs.
Capital (availability) charges from new connections in the County's active
developments were also planned to pay for much of the RD-related debt costs. But there
have been substantially fewer new connections than anticipated, thereby limiting available
revenues from this source. Moreover, the PSA has agreed to rebate substantial amounts
of these capital revenues to the owners of several private developments, thereby reducing
the funds that were originally planned to to pay debt service on the RD project loan.
The net result Is that developers and owners of most of the County's actively
marketed subdivisions are being, and will continue to be, heavily subsidized by the PSA's
general ratepayers. This situation has come about for the reasons summarized below, and
are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
"

Capial revenues obtained from new connections have been considerably less than amounts

originally *stimaedor subequently budgeted by the PSA.
*

Commitments from the owners of the County's developing subdivisions to pay or guarantee

their proportionate share of capital costs of the RD projects have not been obtained.
*

Substantial rtnew OWM ots related to the RD project were not factored in to the PSA's initial
rate and budget estimtes.

*

Theabove ftrs, combined with the PSA's "*qualied"rate structure causes much of the costs
and risk of projects serving the County's developing subdivisions to be borne by the general
rawie"Y1ng public,

CAPITAL FEES, NEW CONNECTIONS, REBATES and "DEBT RETIREMENT FEES"
The PSA originally anticipated Its capital (availability fee) revenues from new
connections would offset a large share of its RD debt payments.' For example the
Pbe Preliminary Engineering Report included the statement that "$1.990.000 (of the loan
would be repaid by the appropriate developers as customers connect to the County utility
systems" (p. 27). This would have amounted to 22% of the RD loan amount.
3
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Preliminary Engineering Report anticipated that $244,750 in capital (availability) fees would
be received from new connections in the County's active developments.6 This amounts
to 45% of the annual RD project-related debt service.
At its request, the PSA received approval from RD to include 130 water connections
and 84 sewer connections as a *reasonable estimate" of the number of new connections
from which the PSA's capital charges would be collected over the next year.' The PSA's
FY1997 (Fiscal Year) budget included $765,000 In revenues from water and sewer capital
charges' ($429,000 and $336,000 respectively from water and sewer). In a memo dated
June 1996, the County Finance Manager made specific reference to the importance of
these revenues statng, "We ar depending heavily on this revenue to pay debt......
A year earlier, however, it was noted that the reason for a5132,000 shortfall in
FY1996 revenues earmarked for repaying debt on portions of the system serving the
Dahigren area was a result of a "severe lack of new connections in the Dahigren District".-0
Increasing charges to existing customers was discussed as a way of making up the
shortfall in availability fees.
Not surprisingly, the PSA experienced a substantial shortfall In realizing its budgeted
capital revenues in FY1997. As of April 15, 1997, it had realized fees from only 54 new
water connections and 31 new sewer connections." Just five days before the end of the
'op.cit., Preliminary Engineering Report, page 28. The Preliminary
Engineering Report
did not include all projects subsquently funded by RD.
7 Letter

.

*

from L. Baxter, Assistant County Administrator to M. Huber, U.S. Army Corn,
Engineers, April 26, 1996. The PSA's FY 1997 budget anticipated collection of availabili'
connection charges from about 116 new equivalent water connections and 70 new equivaIe
sewer connections. The attachment to this letter titled -Estimate of New Coe
One Year" indicates 130 water connections and 84 sewer connections
'King George County Service Authority 1996-1997 Budget, p.
..
o
substantially less than these developments proportionate share of the project as fundedb
'Memo from L. Baxter to Board of Directors, KGCPSA, June 12, 1996, p.2. Thi,
memo states the "billable gallons to be used as a basis for fees based or consumption i
significantly higher than the amount shown in the summary prcsen:ed to:he B-ard
'oKGCSA minutes, June 20,1995.
"For the PSA to have realized its budgeted avaiiaility fees in FY 1990-9-, all n\

development in the County in that year would have had to occur within its service
area.
Historically, the County has never issued substantially all of its building permits
:n ar e I witnr
the PSA service area.
4
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1997 fiscal year, the PSA hadcollected only $360,380, or about 47%, of its budged capital

fees of $765,200.'2

The PSA has not realized the level of connections as originally planned, or as
necessary to support its adopted budgets. This has caused substantial upward pressure
on user rates, and has shifted costs away from lot purchasers onto the general rate-paying
public.
For FY 1998, the PSA has reduced its budgeted availability fee revenues to
somewhat more realistic levels. However, it continues to rely heavily on "debt retirement
fees" which have also fallen short of previously budged amounts. The debt retirement fee
is collected as a general surcharge on consumption by all the systems customers, and was
implemented to make up for the shortfall in capital revenues. The majority of the RD loan
benefits developers who contribute nothing In debt retirement fee revenues. Lot owners
In these developments will pay some amount towards the debt retirement fee, however,
the majority of these fees will be paid by customers in the Dahigren and Fairview Beach
areas since they are responsible for the overwhelming majority of the PSA's billable
consumption.
The PSA has also agreed to pay rebates of availability fees to the owners of private
developments in which RD funds are to be spent, as well as to owners of other
developments In the County. For most developments, these rebates amount to 100% of
the developers costs forInstalling the utility supply, treatment and/or collection/distribution
system(s) serving that development. Providing rebates to developers to compenesate
them for these costs, or purchasing them outright is a highly unusual practice. Ordinarily,
developers are required to be fully responsible for some or all of these facilities and to
dedicate them to the public utility at no cost since they are for the exclusive benefit of the
developer and lot owners.
The cost (and risk) of constructing these systems is then recouped by the developer
through lot sales. The practice of, in effect, providing public financing to these systems in
the form of rebates and assumption of ownership presents three issues.
*

Most of the development these facilities serve will not generate sufficient user fees to offset
their O&M and repair costs for several years (ifever). Transferring these costs to the PSA
caue* the general re-paying public to subsidize these developments. Over time, the amount
of thMes O&M subsidie can easilyexo*d their original construction cost.

"

As owners of the foollity, the PA becomes legally responsible for complying
with state and
federal regulatory requirments. The cost and risk of repairs necessary to maintain regulatory

compleance,

ndthe need to upgrade the facilities to meet higher treatment standards, is entirely

"FY 1997-98 Revenue Projection, K.G. County Service Authority Budget, AdoptedJune

25,1997.
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d it rMe payers

The developers may be compensaed twice for these facilities. Once when they sell the lots, and
a eco time when they are paid rebates by the PSA. In each case, the lot purchaser ends up
payng.

DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS and GUARANTEES
The failure of the PSA to achieve the level of new connections necessary to realize
its anticipated and budgeted capital revenues makes RD's requirements pertaining to
Oakland Park and Presidential Lakes even more critical. RD's Letter of Conditions
requires the PSA to ensure the owners of these developments pay an amount that is "at

least equal to the proportionate share of debt service attributable to the vacant property until the
property Isdeveloped and thefeellitylfully
utilied ona regular basis". Failure to abide by this

requirement will shift a large portion of RD project-related costs and risk away from the
owners of these actively marketed developments onto the general rate-paying public

The existing agreement between the PSA and Oakland Park" does not meet the
proportionate share requirement of the RD's Letter of Conditions. The most recent
(October 2, 1997) budget prepared by Anderson and Associates shows about $2.8 million
in RD-funded costs on behalf of Oakland Park. This constitutes about 30% of the RD loan
amount. Accordingly, Oakland Park should be held responsible for paying this share of
RD-related debt service. Its proportionate share of debt service is about $166.970
annually for 40 years at 5.25% interest. RD requires this payment to be guaranteed in the

form of "a bond or escrowedecurity deposit to guarantee this monthly payment and to guarantee an
amount at least equal to the owners proportionate share of construction cost."5

Contrary to RD requirements, the original PSA agreement with Oakland Park dated
March 30, 1994 did not requIre the owners to pay their proportionate share or to provide
an escrow, bond, security or guarantee." The agreement required Oakland Park to pay

"Letter of Conditions, Attachment 1, Rural Economic and Community Development, p.
3, December 2, 1994.
"An agreement between the PSA and the owners of Presidential Lakes has not yet been

entered into.

1op.cit.,. Letter of Conditions, p. 3, December 2, 1994.
"The County received a letter of credit on behalf of the owners of Oakland Park in
November, 1995 (Irrevocable Letter of Credit #844, National Bank of Fredericksbure in f3%or of
the PSA on behalf of Oakland Park.). Originally in the amount of $243,360, it is to be reduced
each year theafter by $60,840. The letter of credit in its initial year amounts to less than 9'!, of
6
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$175,000 in the first year and $48,000 for four years thereafter, which would have yielded
a total of $367,000 over five years. Oakland Park was to be released from any further
obligation after this time. The $367,000 in payments from Oakland Park would have
amounted to only about 13% of the RD loan funds to be expended for this development.
An amendment to this agreement dated September 11, 1995, and executed by the
owners of Oakland Park, would have substantially Improved on the March 30, 1994
agreement (although it would have still fallen short of the RD proportionate share
requirements). Unfortunately, it was apparently never ratified by the PSA. The September
1995 agreement would have resulted in Oakland Park making net payments of $1.793
million to the PSA. and would have guaranteed $1.0 million of this amount."
A final amendment now in effect between the PSA and the owners of Oakland Park
was entered into on August 22, 1996. This amendment removes Oakland Park's
requirement to pay any amount towards the annual debt service for the RD loan. Ratner.
it State "Aporeon of thesewer
water systems development paid for by loans from FmHA (RD)will
be paid back by the payment of the debt retirement fee adopted by the King George County Service

Authority". This language releases the owners from making any payment on the RD loan.
since as noted earlier, none of the debt retirement fee will be paid by the owners of
Oakland Park. The agreement currently in effect places the entire burden and risk of
repayment of the Oakland Park portion of the RD loan squarely on the general rate-payIng
public.
The terms now in effect are substantially weaker than either the original agreement
or the amendment signed by the owners of Oakland Park on September 11, 1995. The
question must be raised as to wy the PSA agreed to the 1996 amendment which virtually
releases the owners of Oakland Park from their responsibilities under either the 1994 or
Oakland Park's proportionate share of its RD loan proceeds, and is substantially less than its
proportionate shareof principal and interest over the life of the loan. It is unclear ifthis letter of
credit is still in effect. If it is, by November 1997, it will guarantee only $122.400 of its
proportionate share of the RD loan. By November, 2000 it will guarantee nothing,

"Under this amendment, Oakland Park agreed to pay a maximum of $295,360 during the
first five years of the loan, and $52,000 annually thereafter, although the PSA agrees to rebate to
the owncr $269,943. Including this rebate, under the September 11, 1995 agreement, Oakland
Park would have resulted in not payments of $1.793 million to the PSA over the life of the loan.
After subtracting $269,943 in project costs which the unsigned agreement states has been
expended by the owner, Oakland Park's share of the RD loan is $2.5 million. This agreement
would have still left a shortfall of $0.707 million over the life of the loan. However, the
guarantee for Oakland Park to continue to make these payments would cease after the owner has

paid a total of $1.0 million in surcharges to the PSA. This would place all PSA customers
at risk
for the balance.
7
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1995 agreements which had been accepted by the owners of Oakland Park
Similar problems are ikely in store for Presidential Lakes. A recent project budget
prepared by Anderson and Associates" Includes Presidential Lakes and Village (sections
1-13) among the combined Sydnor/Alpha/Presidential Lakes (SAP) line item of $2.14
million. An additional $58,000 thousand is also itemized for Presidential Lakes. Including
its proportionate share of other itemized project costs, the combined SAP projects account
for $2.67 million of RD project funds. According to the Letter of Conditions, Presidential
Lakes is also responsible for paying and guaranteeing its proportionate share of RD
project-related costs and associated debt service. Assuming Presidential Lake's share is
half the SAP total, Its share of the project budget would amount to about $1.34 million. Its
proportionate share of annual debt service would be $80,783.
No existing signed agreement appears to exist between the PSA and the owners
of Presidential Lakes. Two draft agreements, one for the water system and one for the
sewer system were prepared In 1994, but they are not completed or signed by either the
PSA or representatives of Presidential Lakes."
As with all loans bearing interest. total debt service (principal and interest)
attributable to both Presidential Lakes and Oakland Park exceeds the capital costs of
system acquIsitions and improvements paid by the RD loan. A guarantee or letter of credit
must hold the PSA harmless for the entire amount of principal and interest over the life of
the loan. A simple solution exists to address this issue for Oakland Park and Presidential
Lakes (and other privately owned developments):
*

Letters of credit (LOC) should be for the actual amount of the RD funds Invested in these

developments. The LOC's can decreae annually proportionate to the annual decrease in
principal of the RD loan (provided thse developments have paid their proportionate share of
annual debt servioe). Ifthe owners of these developments should fall to pay their share of

annual debt service, the balance of the LOC should be payable to, and be drawn upon
Immediatey by, the PA. The PSA could then use the proceeds to retire these developments
share of project-rated debt, or maintain the proceeds in a dedicated debt service reserve
account to pay annual debt svice when due.

2,1997.

"King George County Service Authority, RD Projects, Anderson and Associates. October

"The draft water system agreement does not require Presidential Lakes tomake any
payment to PSA to offset its debt service costs. Nor does it provide for any security or
guarantee. The draft sewer system agreement obligates Presidential Lakes to make payments to
the PSA to offset its related debt service costs, but fils to provide for anybond, security or
guarantee.
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OPERATING and MAINTENANCE COSTS
The initial project planning for the RD loan was seriously flawed. Attachment 1 of
RD's Letter of Conditions" Indicates the PSA's annual O&M expenses upon completion
of the RD projects (Inclusive of Dahigren) were estimated to be only S463,887. The budget
estimates contained in Attachment 1 are stated by RD as having been developed ,based
on the Informaton provild by you (the PSA) and/or your consultants".

Yet seven months earlier,

the PSA adopted its FY1995n operating budget in the amount of $806,412 - 74% greater
than the amount contained In Attachment 1.
A review of County and PSA budgets show that for FY 1993 and FY 1994 the actual
PSA outlays for the then existing Dahgren and Fairview Beach facilities alone were
$409,146 and $428,926 respectively. It is difficult to understand how, with the need to

operate $10.6 million in additional capital facilities, annual OW costs for RD projects were
represented to be only $463,887.? The application for RD funds was based on a budget
projection which included all of the PSA's revenues but only about half of the PSA's costs.
The Preliminary Engineering Report prepared by Timmons for the PSA and
submitted by the PSA to RD as part of its application for assistance was even more
optimistic on the issue of O&M costs. This report anticipated combined annual O&M
expenses for the SAP andOaldand Park systems of only $236,200.,
Contrary to these optimistic projections, the PSA's O&M costs have increased by

2.50 times the 1994 amount. The following table shows the PSA's actual and budgeted

O&M costs for the last four years:

'Letter of Conditions, Attachment 1, Rural Economic and Community Development. p.
12, December 2, 1994.
1

Letter of Conditions, Rural Development, December2. 1994,
p. 5. Tem.

"The FYI995 budget would ordinarily have been adopted sometime in June 1994.
"This amount is not reflective ofPSA's actual O&M costs either. The adopted FY 1997
PSA operating fund budget is $1.098 million (King George County Service Authority I997
Budget, p.6).
"The only possible explanation is that the $463,887 O&M expense in Attachment I

either does not include O&M related to the RD-funded projects or O&M related to existing
facilities. However, this is inconsistent with the budgeted income provided in Attachment
which includes all the income attributable to the RD projects.
5op.cit.,

Preliminary Engineering Report, page
28.
9
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King Grge County
Service Authorty

FY 194
(Actual)

FY 95
(Actual)

FY 1990
(Actual)

FY 197
(Adopted)

FY 1998
(Adopted)

1998 as
% of 1994

Operating Budget
Outlays

$475044

$619,189

$738,037

$1,043,310

$1,177,700

247.9%

*

173,63

294,046

not avail.

not avail.

SAP Shm

not avail.

Since the majority of the scheduled SAP projects have not come on line, and at
least three additional systems have also been agreed to be acquired, these budget data
are representative of only a portion of the PSA's O&M obligations for subsequent years.

EQUITY CONSIDERATIONS
The above discussion raise serious equity questions related to the RD projects The
general rate-paying public will bear much of the RD project-related debt service costs
which were represented by the PSA to be paid by capital revenues, and required by RD
to be realized from developer contributions. Failure of the PSA to abide by RD conditions
requiring adequate bond, security or LOC's places the risk of even greater amounts being
paid by the general rate-paying public on behalf of the owners of these developments.
Unfortunately, this Is only part of the equity problem facing the PSA's customers.
Substantial annual O&M costs for projects serving the County's actively marketed
developments must also be paid. These developments have achieved only partial buildout. Accordingly, a disproportionate share of the O&M costs for these facilities will be paid
by the general rate-paying public. And, unlike debt service which is fixed, these costs will
continue to grow, and will ultimately exceed these developments proportionate share of
debt service. Furthermore, most of the OSA's newly acquired and constructed facilities,
and those yet to be acquired, are quite small, are widely dispersed throughout the County,
and will likely be more costly to operate on a per unit basis.
Already, substantial debt service costs related to the SAP/Oakland Park systems
have been shifted to the general rate-paying public. The PSA's 'equalized" rates and its
debt retirement fee are largely responsible for causing this shift.
The following suggestions provide a straightforward and easily implemented solution
to the PSA's equity and financing issues discussed above
*

ftegardto capitl and debcsts, the PSA should adhere to itsRDloan resolution and RD's

The SAP share only represents costs related to the facilities that were on-line in these
years. The SAP share will be substantially greater in subsequent years as the majority of'these
facilities have yet to come on-line.
10
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Letter of Conditions which require It to negotiate proportionate contributions from owners of
large subdivisions, and to obtain security agreements to Insure these amounts are paid over the

life of the loan.
*

With regard to O&M costs, the PSA can adopt costcenter based rates. Forinstance, different
user rates could be adopted for each of the PSA's major cost centers (i.e. Dahigren, Fairview
Beach, and possibly Courthuse/Pudrins Corner, and the combined SAP/Oakland Park systems
combined with othersmaller systems srving pvte developments). Rates for each cost center
would reflecttheir specif oAM costs,their proportionate share of debt service costs, and their
proporlionate share of adinistrative and customer service Costs. 7

a

In combination with the cost center approach, the PSA could adopt a "ready-to-serve charge"
as par of ht minimum charge, and make all properties within Its service area, developed or not,

subject to It The medy4oserve charge would recover the RD-related debt service (and possibly
some of the system's OM costs). This would resultin a more equitable distribution of costs
a developer and owners of undeveloped lots on whose behalf and benefit debt has been

incurred would contribute to their repayment

ADDITIONAL PROJECTS, and the NET REVENUE PLEDGE
The original RD project budget was for $10.618 million, The "amended" RD project
budget (July 1997) prepared by Anderson and Associates Is for $11.834 million, or $1.216
million greater than the original budget. There Is no Indicattion that RD has approved

these additional costs. If not, they are Ineligible expenses under the RD grant and loan
resolutions. If the additional $1,216 million in projects are built with some other source,
they would Impose additional O&M costs, debt costs, or rebate obligations on the PSA.
Such additional costs could violate the PSA's not revenue pledge.
The PSA has also entered into agreements to acquire three other systems serving
private developments outside the RD projet.26 Two of these agreements were entered
into only days prior to issuance of RD's Letter of Commitment on December 2, 1994 The
Caywoods development was signed November 28, 1994, and the Cleveland Manor
agreement was signed on November 23, 1994. The Eagle Bay agreement was entered
into on December 15,1994, almost two weeks after issuance of RD's Letter of Conditions.
Although no RD funds are to be directly spent on these system acquisitions, they
require the PSA to provide rebates of its capital fees to the owners of the systems for their
cost of construction. Each of the agreements related to these three developments requires
the PSAto"renibursetheOwneri

thetotalsumofcostsincurred to construct and complete the work
and System from availability le paid by tho connecting to the System."They further require the
"The PSA's audits already reflect this cost center concept so
this would not require a
significant change in its accounting procedures.
sCaywoods, Eagle Bay and Cleveland Manor.
11
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Use of availablity feesfor rebates may violate the PSA's net revenue pledge. This
arrangements used to acquire these systems may be interpreted as the PSA having
Incurred a debt obligation. The obligation to own, operate and repair these systems also
may affect the PSA's not revenues.
The issue of whether any of these agreements may violate the PSA's bond
covenants and loan agreements, particularly those with respect to incurring of additional
debt and the PSA's net revenue pledge, should be addressed by Bond Counsel. Item 7
of the RD Loan Resolution prohibits the PSA from entering into any contract, or agreement,
or otherwie
incur labIlitIes for any purpose in connection with the facility (exclusive of
normal
maintenance) without the priorwitten conent of the Government if such undertaking
would involve the

source of fu

pedoed topay the bords". Item 10 of the Loan Resolution states that'Revenue
cannot be ued to pay any expenses which are not directly incurred for the facility financed
by FmHA
(now Roy*.

The grant agreement between the PSA and RD defines nonexpendable personal

property to Include "All Net Revenues derived by the Authority from the ownership or operation of

the water and swer systen deeribed herein."

Violation of the PSA's net revenue agreement would constitute a material breach
of its bond and loan agreements. This could cause the RD loan to be cancelled or force
other remedies contained in the related financing agreements.
I am available to discuss these matters further with the PSA. I have an extensive
background In these issues and am enclosing a copy of my resume for your information
as well. I am confident that solutions such as those described here can address the PSA's
rate, budget and loan repayment issues if implemented in an effective and timely manner
Sincerely,
Michael Siegel,
Public and Environmental Finance Consulting
enclosure:

resume

-"C&Wagreement, November 28, 1994. Identical language appears in the WRK (Eagle
Bay) and Fairland Developers (ClevelandManor) agreements.
12
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MICHAEL L. SIEGEL
3614 Albemrie St NW

Wasinanton. DC 20008
(202)-237-2455 vice
(202) 237-2456 fax
.com
mege

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE:
Public and Environmental Finance Consultant, 1992-present.
Internal Consultant, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1996-97.
Assistant Director, Govemment Finance Research Center (GFOA), 1989-92.
Director, Office of Commercial Revitalization, State of Maryland, Department of Housing
and Community Development, 1987-9.
Public Finance Economist, Louis Berger and Associates; independent. 1984-86
Housing and Energy Impact Specialist, Colorado West Area Council of Governments,
1978-82
Outreach Director, Boulder County Tenants Organization, Inc. 1975 and 1977-78.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING:
University of Colorado, Boulder, B.A., Political Science, 1977.
Graduate Studies in Public Finance, George Mason University, Fairfax, Virginia.
Advanced Government Finance institute, GFOA, 1990.
National Development Council Training, 1989.
AREAS OF EXPERTISE:
Public and environmental finance; cost-benefit analysis; utility rate studies; capital finance:
infrastructure development; real estate project underwriting and development; airport

financing; economic and community development;

privatization; Industrial project siting analysis.

public-private partnerships and

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT:
RaftMom, ReteMod Pro and RateMod XP"; rate setting and financial planning
software for water and wastewater utilities.
Total Impact Management ModelT: a budget-based cost benefit, economic and fiscal

impact model.
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PUBLICATIONS AND RESEARCH
Analysis of the Lower Virginia Peninsula Regional Raw Water Supply Plan Final Environmental

Impact Statement, January 1997,1997, (with Muller).

Analysis of Hopyard Farms Development on King George County (VA) Public Service Authority and
Water and Sewer Service Rates, 1997. in re, Guest v.Board of Supervisors
Economic and Fiscal Impacts of Large Real Estate Developments on Loudoun CoLnty. Virginia, a
Retrospective Analysis, 1996. Piedmont Environmental Council and the Route 50 Coalition (with
Muler).
ReteMod. RaeodPro and RatModXP User Guides, user manuals for the RateMod rate-setting
and financial management software programs, 1996,
Identification of international Economic Development Models, their Relationship to Environmental
Concerns and Activities, and Associated Issues, for Logistics Management Institute, 1995.

Asset Conversion and Enhancement Strategy for Essex County New Jersey, Apogee (with Goldstein
and Sturgs), 1995.

Preliminary Study for a RecyclIng-Oriented Industrial/Manufacturing Park, for the City of Aberdeen,
Maryland, 1994.
Capacity Analysis, Upper Occoquan Sewage Authority Treatment Plant, 1994.
Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis of 'Disney America"Theme Park on Commonwealth of Virginia,
Prince Wiliam County and Other Localite, 1994 (with Muller).
Financing Plan, CharlestorVParkersburgfHuntington Regional Airport, HDR, 1993.
Public-Private Partnerships for Environmental Facilities: The Management Challenge for Local
Governments. U.S. EPA, with New Mexico Engineering and Research Institute, 1993.
Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis ofOregon's Special Tax Assessment of Historic Properties,
Oregon State Historic Preservation Office, Parks and Recreation Department, July, 1992.
Review ofHymount Devopment FiscalImpact Analyses, Rappahannock River Valiey Association,
July, 1992 (with Muller),
United States of America - Estados Unidos Do Mexico Border Area Environmental Development
Initative, A Discussion Paper, U.S.- Mexico Border Environmental Assembly and Colloquy. Santa Fe,
New Mexico, June, 1992.
Ftsa

in the90's;t's NotLikeIt Used To Be, Government Finance Review, GFOA, Apil, 1992.

Economic and Fiscal Analysis of the U.S. Virgin Islands. U.S. Virgin Islands Territorial Government,
Office of Management and Budget. 1992 (with Muller).
Benefi-Coat Analysis of Solid Wste Composting Faclity, Goverment Finance Review, GFCA,
December, 1991.

Growth Trends and DevelopmewInt he Lower Rappahannock River Valley, An Economic Overview
Chesapeake Bay Foundation and the Virgins Environmental Endowment, GFRC. 1991 (wth Leithe)
Fiscal incentives for Historic Preservation in Florida, Florida Division of Historical Resources, GFRC
1991.
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Toal /mpact Management Model, Mcrosoftware News, ICMA, January, 1991.
Menufacturig BaseKey to Recyding Success, City and State, January 28, 1991.
Fiscal Impact Analysis Research Bulletin, Goverment Finance Officers Association, 1990 (with

Robinso).

Fiscal Impact of Sub-Area Development Loudoun County 1990, (with Muller)
Capital Faciity Finance Options, CharottelMecklenburg Planning Commission, 1990, (with Duncan,

Casella. Kelly, Montavon, LIs).

Hilsborough County Capital Improvement Finance Plan (Draft), 1986.
CIlilam Bay Fiscal Impact Analysis, 1985, (with Hansen, McGillivray)
Fiscal ImpactAnalysis of Homeporting U.S. Navy Carrier Battle Group in Everett, Washington, Office
of Economic Adjustment, U.S. Department of Defense, 1985, (with Hansen, McGillivray).

Fiscal Impact Analysis of Peacekeeper Missile Project Office of Economic Adjustment. U.S
Department of Defense, Aprl, 1984 (wth Hansen, McGillivray).

Public Finance Secon, Socioeconomics, Peacekeeper Environmental Impact Statement. U.S
Department of the Air Force, January 194 (withEldred, Quinn).
Town of Parachute Elderly Housing Needs Analysis, Colorado West Area Council of Governments
(CWACOG), November, 1981.
OilShale Trust Fund Request CWACOG, submitsed to Colorado Joint Budget Committee, April, 1981

(with Demos, Johnson).

Regional Housing Report, Colorado Region XI, CWACOG, 1980.

Construction Worker Housingissues Paper, CWACOG. 1980.
Housing Section. Rio Blanco County Wide Capital improvements Plan, CWACOG ard Rio Blanco
County Planning Department, 1961.
Town of Meeker Housing Plan, CWACOG and Meeker Housing Authority, 1979
Housing Plan, City of Rifle, CWACOG and the City of Rifle Housing Authority, 1979.

EXPERT WITNESS, TESTIMONY,
REGULATIONS
Guest v. Boar

LITIGATION SUPPORT,

LEGISLATION

&

Colorado Housing Counselor Handbook, and Colorado Tenant Handbook, Boulder County Tenants
Organization, 1978.

of Supervisors, 1997 Dispute relating to economic and fiscal Impact of major

subdivislIon on County govemment and Public Service Authority (water and sewer).

"Economic and Fiscal Impacts of Proposed Disney Theme ParkIn Northern Virginia", Virginia State

Senate Finance Commtee, 1994,

Boatman v. ShIlob Valley Senitation District, 1993. Dispute relating to imposition of wasteNater
impact fee.
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Tidewater Builders Association v. Virginia Beach, 1988. Dispute relating to imposition of water
system impact fee (analytical support of Muller).
Peninsular Builders Association v. Newport News, 1987 Dispute relating to imposition of water

systern Impact fee (analytical support of Muller).

Man Streeti
provement Grant Prograim, Code of Maryland Regulations (Subchapter 7, Sect ons
.06.01- .13),1989.
State Action Loans for Targeted Arees, Annotated Code of the State of Maryland (Article 83B,
Sections 4-601 - 09), 1988.

CONFERENCES and PRESENTATIONS (Partial Listing)
"State and Local Role in Environmental Finance", U.S. EPA with the University of Maryland Cente for
Executive Program, 1996.
"Innovative Environmental Financing $atges", and *Computerized Rate-Setting Models for Wate, and
Wastewater Utilities", Second Annual Mid-Atlantic Environmental Finance Conference, Collec ParK
Maryland, 199.
"Financing Envirorriental Facilitle Along the U.S - Mexico Border: Opportunities and Constraints". Border
Environmental Cooperation Commission, Environmental Finance Workstop, Albuquercue New MeKico

1994.

'Rate-Setting Methods": and, "Linkagesbetween Land Use and Environmental Facilities", Utility Rate
Setting Conference sponsored bythe Environmental Finance Centerof Syracuse University Syracuse.

New York, 1994.

Expert Panelist for SerIes of Four Environmental Finance Charettes, sponsored by the Environmental
Finance Center of the University of Maryland, 1993 - 1994.

Atamatilve Fnancing Mechanisms for Environmental Facities; aric Land Use-Facility Linkages". First
Annual Mid-Atlantic Environmental Finance Conference, University of Maryland, 1994.
"Public-Private Partnerships for Environmental Facilities", Texas Water Development Board.

993.

PubLc-PrvatePartnership Training Conference, US Environmental Protectior Agency, Washington, 0 C.
and Atlanta, Georgia, 1991 and 1992.

'Forecasting in Uncertain Times. Government Finance Oficers Association, Denver, Colorado, 1991.
"Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis Techniques', Government France Officer's Association
Cincinnatti, Ohio, 1990.

"Capital Financing Alternatives for Environmental Facilities",U.S. EPA and Texas Water Development
Board. Austin. Texas. 1990.
"Financing Alternatives for Commercial Revitalizaton Northern Virginia Community Appearance Alliance,

1990,

"'Financing Techniques for Commercial Revitalization, Virginia Main Street Conference, 1989
"Commercial Revitalzation Development Process, Maryland Historic Revitalization. Downtowr
Development and Main Sret Conference. Annapolis, 1989,
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